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APRIL, 1 9 ia
Proceeding’s
AT

Ordinary General Meeting,
April 16, 1910.
The Ordinary General M eeting o f the Society
was held in the Lecture Theatre of the Trans
vaal U niversity College, on Saturday evening,
April
16th,
Mr.
A. M cArthur
Johnston
(President) in the chair.
There were also
p resen t:—
65 Members : Dr. J. Moir, Messrs. W. R.
Dowling, C. B. Saner, F. F. Alexander, E. H.
Croghan, A. Richardson, G. O. Smart, Prof.
G. H. Stanley, J. E. Thomas, A. W hitby, H. A.
W hite, Prof. J. A. W ilkinson, A. F. Crosse,
W . A. Caldecott, R. G. Bevington, H. A. Adams,
R . Allen, S. Beaton, F. W . Bentley, B. V.
Blundun, F. W. CinVlel, A. A. Coaton, M. H.
Coombe, W. M. Coulter, W. H. Cuswortb, G. G.
Ferris, J. Gaze, J. Gray, W. L. Hamilton, Dr.
J. McC. Henderson, A. E. Irwin, J. H. Johnson,
J. A. Jones, G. A. Lawson, H. Lea, J. Lea, R.
MacGregor, C. E. Meyer, J. T. Mitchell, H.
Morrell, P. T. Morrisby,. M. T. Murray, S. Newton,
H. G. Nichols, E. A. Osterloh, E. Pain, F. D.
Phillips, J. F. Pyles, E. T. Rand, L. J. Robinson,
W . H. Roe, H. Ross, O. D. Ross, A . Salkinson,
C. B. Simpson, S. H. Steels, R. Stokes, A.
Thomas, J. M. Thorburn, O. S. Tonnesen, C.
Toombs, J. F. .W alker, F. W ells and L. J.
W ilmoth.

No 10
N E W , MEMBERS.

Messrs. J , E. Thomas and R. Allen were
appointed scrutineers, and after their scrutiny
of the ballot papers, the President announced
that all the candidates for membership had been
unanimously elected, as follow s :—
C o o k , J a m e s , Battlefields Mine, Rhodesia.

Mine

Manager.
D o u g l a s H o d s o n , Groenfontein Tin
Mines, Potgietersrust. Mining Engineer.
O l s e n , A r n o l d C a r l LotJis, Ferreira Deep, Ltd.,
P. O. Box 1056, Johannesburg.
Resident
Mechanical Engineer. (Transfer from Associate
Iioll.)
D ov eton ,

P a t e r s o n , W i l l i a m J a m e s , E ast Rand Proprie
tary Mines, Ltd., P. 0 . Box 56, East Rand.
Engineer.
W e b b , C e c i l F r a n c i s , Geldenhuis Deep, Ltd.,
P. O. Box 1, Cleveland. Cyanider.

The Secretary

announced that since the last
meeting of the Society the Council had admitted
as a student member :
C a l d e r w o o d , D o u g l a s Y o u n g , Ferreira G. M . C o.,
L td ., P. O. Box 1021, Johannesburg. M inim'
Apprentice.
.
°
G e n e r a l B u s in e s s .

The President

drew attention to the arrange
ments made for the Annual Dinner of the
Society to be held on the 14th May, saying that
it was hoped to make the function a success and
more sociable than in the past, by the introduc
tion of round tables, at which six or eight persons
could sit down together.

23
Associates and S tu d en ts: Messrs. C. F.
p r e s e n t a t io n to l o r d s e l b o r n e .
Bayly, C. Y . Bruce, G. J. V. Clarence, C. L.
I also want to draw your attention to the fact
Dewar, C. E. Hawkins, W. J. R. Hunter, A.
that last evening I had the honour of presenting
King, . C. J. McCaffrey, G. Musson, N. N.
to H is Excellency, Lord Selborne, in your name
Newland, J. G. Peebles, J. Pope, H . B. Powter,
and in the name of the other professional and
H. G. Roake, M. Schaap, T. F. Smith, H. Stadler,
technical societies of the Rand, a cabinet made of
D. J. Thomas, J. Thorlund, W . Waters, F.
Rhodesian mahogany. Enclosed within this were
Wartenweiler, W . W ebb and L. A . W omble.
samples of the divers processes which the reef
25 Visitors, and Fred. Rowland, Secretary.
has to undergo in its treatment here until
The minutes of the previous monthly meeting,
there is obtained the gold, a little bar o f which
as printed in the March Journal, were con
was in the cabinet.
A long with this was an
firmed.
album containing about 140 views of the Trans
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vaal. ■ They were a fine collection, and His
E xcellency ..was greatly pleafed with the pre
sentation.
SEVENTEENTH

A N N IV E R S A R Y .

Another matter to w h ich 'I wish to call atten
tion is that we are now celebrating our 17tli
birthday, and I need not say liow much the
Society has gone ahead since it was formed.
[
have here the minutes of the first meeting held.
These, you will be pleased to hear, are in the
handwriting o f our Vice-President, Mr. Dowling.
From the records of this meeting it w ill be seen
'that Mr. A . F. Crosse was in the chair, and many
other well-known names appear. They were
Messrs. W . Bettel, T. W . W ood, J. Littlejohn,
A. Adair, S. H. - Pearce, R. E. Hall, W . R.
Feldtmann, F. B. Stephens, A. F. Stewart, T. W.
Thomson, H. F. Julian, S. B. Asher and W . II.
Dowling.
These were our pioneers. It is also interesting
to read here the suggestions which were brought
forward and adopted as the basis of our Society.
The follow ing ^suggestions were approved of :—
“ That members of the Society meet once a
month, and the day of the month be the third
Saturday o f each m onth.” For 16 years we have
met on this third Saturday of each month.
Secondly, “ That the amount of the subscription
to the Society be left in the hands of the Com
mittee, with a recommendation that it be made
as low as possible.” That also we have tried to
keep up. Third, “ That membership be open to
members o f the assaying profession and o f the
chemical industry, and that membership be subject
to ballot and be unlimited as to numbers.” Gentle
men, we have followed this out as best we could.
Starting with a dozen men who attended the first
meeting, we have a total membership of ju st on
1,200 members. I think we may congratulate
ourselves that we have done so well, and also on
the fact that as regards the matter published in
our Journal, equally excellent progress has been
made.
TEST FO E

Dr. J. Moir (

P R U S S IC

A C ID .
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reagent (copper acetate, acetic acid and hydro
coerulignone) are :—
(1) 2C uA s + 2H C N + H 20 = 2C uC N + 4=H A + O.
C H 3° _
H O — <^>

__O C H a
^ > -< ^

C H 30 “

^>— 0 H + 0 =
~ o ch 3

C H 30 _
0 = /

_O C H s
)> = /

. c h 3o

\ = o + h 2o

'

och 3
Coerulignone
In very dilute solutions an instantaneous orange
colour is obtained, and in stronger solution a red
precipitate of coerulignone which possesses a
violet lustre. I f benzidine be used, the colour
obtained is indigo blue.

Mr. H. A. W hite

): I

( Member o f Council
should like the Doctor to explain if this substance
would not directly show the presence o f H 20 2.

Dr. J. Moir:

Yes, it is an indirect test for
H CN , and the reaction is also given by oxidising
agents such as FeCls or H 20 2. I t can be applied
on a test paper in such a case, as oxidising agents
are not volatile as a rule.

F. Crosse

Mr. A.
(Past-President) : Suppos
ing there was a small amount of gold in the
water, would it still cause a reaction 1

Dr. J. Moir.- I

think it would, because iD
that ease there would always be an excess of
cyanide, over and above that combined with the
gold:

Mr. A. F. Crosse

: N o, there should not be.
In return water there might be a grain or two of
gold in solution. Outside that g old— there is
perhaps only one or two grains per ton— there is
probably no cyanide present.
Still we could
prove the presence of cyanide. W ould this test
show it 1

Dr. J. M oir I

:
think it would, but
prefer to try the experiment.

I

should

): I

Vice-President
have a little
demonstration to make, of a new test for prussic
acid which I have invented. The principle o f the
test is the oxidising action produced when a
cupric salt is added to prussic acid (owing to its
reduction to cuprous cyanide). An organic com 
pound which oxidises to a coloured substance is
added, and the most sensitive one I have found
is hydrocoerulignone. The test is sensitive to
something like one part in 5,000,000 of water,
but unfortunately the reagent is rather unstable ;
however, other oxidisable substances of the same
class will answer although not so sensitive, and
some o f these, like benzidine, keep much better.
The reactions in the case of the very sensitive

TH E TREATM EN T O F ACCU M U LATED
SL IM E , A N D T H E U S E O F F IL T E R
PRE SSE S F O R C L A R IF Y IN G S L IM E S O L U 
T IO N A N D B Y -P R O D U C T S .
By

J ohn

D.

O ’H

ara

{Member).

A s the treatment of current and accumulated
slime by filter presses is now and again being
brought forward, the writer thinks it rnay be of
interest to members to give his experiences in
treating accumulated slime by filter presses, com•pared with the dccantation and tlie Adair-Usher
processes.

A pril J910

John D. 0''Hara -

-The Treatment o f Accum ulated Slime.
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The Meyer & Charlton and Geofge Goch
Companies also had filter presses, but an improved
type the Dehne press, and in those days 1904 to
1906, it was freely stated that the decantation

1. Cost of cloths mentioned above.
3

to

that one
one of
of Tthe compames
^
^ mentioned
1 ™ d«is now
that
usmg the decantation or the Adair-Usher process
On taking^charges o f these works (N igel .G m '
Co.) in October, 1904, I found that a filter press
plant ta d ju st been erected, consisting of
Three (3) 4 ton Johnson presses, with the
necessary plant.
One Monteju,
Three small circular iron solution vats
iw o air receivers, and
Two agitating vats.

1

N ot being able to do. more than 12 to 14
presses in 24 hours = from 48 to 56 tons
Some members who have had experience with
filter presses, may claim that more tonnage could
have been treated, so I might mention now that
a n d "e x ^ e r ie n c e d ^ fu f ^

* g ° ° d m any practical

Diehl and roh
” Pr6SS men> including Dr.
-uiem and Johnson’s representative, who after
carefully examining the method of working were

r n r r i t ^ i o u ^ tonnage couid ^

11

dwt and

A,“ gust’ ,1 905’ we decided to try the experi
ment o f pum ping the accumulated slime t o T e

The slime was hauled from the slime storage

iand” fn d r ^ ’ Wlthu tke id6a ° f seParating the
sand and slime in the ordinary way. This proved

The accumulated slime, averaging
over, was treated as follows
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c Z Vn f°h nST P ti° ? 0 i CyanMe and lim e-

vats
" " " I ^ sufficient
tW° a« itatin8
vats haffU
half fullt0of
full of PlatI°rnl
water, with
lime
(caustic soda was first used, but found too
expensive) to neutralise the acid in the slime
S u r rt h k d0 r U Sbga 5' ' M orrisp ” m i ^ Si t h a n S
which was very acid. The slime was dumped
into the agitating vats, thoroughly mixed L d
W e then triedto make use of the filter n r p ^ k
the pulp thereafter run from these by gravitation
to the M ontqu , whence it was sent to the «
S o r f
t l “ the decantationP ^ n t to th e
agitators, and from there into the presses wifi,
one o f which was filled at a time, by compressed
, h. goU in
t i
air. Then the required cyanide solution washes
Even t lk J -H
of undi,solved gold
from the circular solution -vats were applied with
Even this did not pay the cost of handlin* the
a final water wash, after which air was blown
shmes, though the gold in solution was recovered
through ^ the press to dry the slime before
The amount o f undissolved gold remained u n a l S
discharging into trucks under the presses ■ from
ed
I t was cheaper to discharge to the slime dam
there the shme cake was taken by mechanic^
and pump back the solution, U ., by u s i n s T n n Z
placed at the bottom end o f the dam. Then we
X e T t through
h o
r ^thedUmP'
AUbyth6compressed
soIuti°ns were
passed
presses
air
t ed using the presses to clarify the slimo
and the moisture o f the filter pressed s liW
decanted solution. This proved successful and we
averaged 25% to 30%.
pressed, slime
The treatment was successful but the working
cost was too high, and in treating 8 000 tons thU
was estimated at 12s per ton
ThJ
■j
irrW ] „ „ w ios
T

1 The^ad
v T 1 f ° rgamed
that PUrp°
Se Since that
Ih e advantages
are ■—
in i? ^
S° luti0n f° r Pre°ipitation
XT f
/ , n the ^ tr a c to r boxes.
^anks

Average charge
Average residue

... 11-340 dwt.
...
1-322

Average extraction

... 10-018

w o u l d T " t l " r a llj lh ; uS M

s

’’

t y having t0 clean out filter

r t WQ( c ) Clea" er Sold slime for smelting

=887

“ >** 0 ,e”

make the f i t ' ^
12 m° n tW hard ^ k
them o f some u sT * 888
^
eventua%

to

O c t o b e f l T o f b l 68 fr° m, N ° Vember- 190*> ^

" 8ds ' f c Pr , r h*
s : &

,r“

^
A'7 '2 0 d w t-

E xtraction

i t

sb* v £ ?

^ to r e d T c e th T c S ^ S : ^

= 8 5 -7 0 % -

E S f
6 "°

^

'follow? ! - 6 ° f the presses °an be

Charges N ° yemh*r> 19° 5’
Residues

.■■■

E xtraction

..’

4 '318 dw t‘
1909 =
4 ' la 6

..................

= 83-44%

d w td w t-

3*468 dwt.
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Circulating in one vat for dissolving gold in
either of the two processes, i.e., deeantation or
Adair-Usher, is waste o f time, for the cone slime,
which naturally contains the most gold, is not
got at. A transfer from one vat to another is
worth' all the time wasted on circulating, since
the cone slime all passes through the pump. This
is especially noticed when treating rich slime,^and
should be the same for poor slime
We have
also noticed that the slime in the Adair-Usher
vat after being shut off for settlement for dis
charge to dam, settles quicker than settlement
by the deeantation process. This is perhaps
accounted for by the slime gradually settling
while the solution is being slowly displaced. We
can thus always rely on a complete hard settle
ment within 24 to 28 hours, after washing.
The percentage of accumulated slime^ treated
daily as to current slime is 50 ton = 3 0 / .
The
average value of the accumulated slime treated
s i n c e November, 1904, is 10 dwt.
It now aver
ages about 6 to 7 dwt.
The solution decanted
per ton of dried slime = 5 to 6 ton.
For the past tw o years we have used what
waste steam is available for heating the slime
solution, and especially during the winter months
it is a decided advantage for quick settlement,
the bottom of the dam.
for in treating current and accumulated slime,
Since July, 1909, all the current and accumu
settlement is not as good as when treating current
lated slime? have been treated by the Adairslime alone, which is perhaps accounted for by
Usher process, with the follow ing results to date :
the fact that ©xidised slime is very light.
Average Charge
...
The writer used warm solutions m 1 8 »b at tne
Average Residue
...
|
R ip G. M. C., Luipaards Y lei, when treating free
Extraction
••■
■••
milling ore by direct treatment.
_
= 87-59%
B y Products. — Our filter press plant being
which gives an average of 1‘89% and 4*15% better
useless, apart from the presses, we decided to use
extraction in favour of the Adair-Usher process.
the M onteju for black sand treatment. One ot
The past three months, January, February,
the agitators was placed in the M onteju, and iron
and March, are better still.
scrapers fixed to the arms about half an inch from
3'635 dwt.
Average charge
the bottom. A bout half a ton of black sand was
0-351 dwt,
Average residue
agitated with cyanide solution, and decanted on
3-284 dwt.
Extraction ...•••
by gravitation.
The average extraction, by
= 9 0 -3 7 % -5 -8 0 %
solution assays and ordinary residue sample
in favour of Adair-Usher, averaging 8 5 ‘70% and
amounted to 92% to 94%. One of the circular
83-44%.
solution vats was lined out with old tube mill
The residue samples taken are :
liners, and used for grinding purposes, imported
(a) One washed sample for the undissolved
pebbles being the grinding medium. The charges
gold.
consisted of slag, old pots, liners and ash from
(b) A dip sample before discharging. ^
the smelting room with silver added. G ood results
(c) A dip sample ju st before washing out
were obtained, the residue averaging from 1 to 3 oz.
the cone.
I
The batea was made by using the c o v e r ot tne
(d) One taken every 10 minutes while dis
M onteju, and is driven from the counter shaft ot
charging, at the delivery of the pipe I the accumulated slimes plant. The_ rest of the
into the slime dam.
_ .
plant the engineer has made use of, air receivers,
The Adair-Usher process is, in our opinion,
etc. so the filter .press plant is gradually paying
nothing more or less, than a good quick washing
for ’i tself
It is much more satisfactory, especially
process. It is not effective for dissolving the
and
on an
an outside
uuieiuc mine,
iniwv, to
ww treat by-products
j...
gold but only displaces the rich gold solution,
recover the gold every month, than to bag ana
so that the gold must be dissolved before trans
store them till a purchaser materialises.
ferring to the Adair-Usher vat.

The cost of handling accumulated slime to the
wheel averaged 7s. to 8s. per ton, chiefly owing
to there not being sufficient capacity in our slime
plant. This has now been enlarged, with a re
duction in cost to an average of about 5s. per ton.
After the stored accumulated slime had been
finished, the General Manager decided to clean
out the old water dam.
Owing to the sand
gravel, ashes, weeds, and goodness knows what
else, the sludge pump was continually blocking
up.
This difficulty was overcome by erecting a
Chilian mill or puddler over the agitating tan .
A cone was fixed in the tank, and the agitator done
away with.
Everything passed through the
puddler, and since then the pump has given no
trouble.
The weeds were another source or
trouble, so a launder was fixed over the tanks
with small screens, and two boys employed to
keep the screens clear. The same was done at
the tailings wheel.
The decayed vegetable
matter forms an excellent manure, and this we
use on the farm. Naturally, the bottom of the
dam was the richest, and it paid us to take at
least six inches of the black mud.
The effluvia
from stagnant water was not to be compared
with the stench from the puddler while working
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SOM E E X P E R IM E N T S O N S M E L T IN G
T IT A N IF E R O U ^ IR O N ORE
P a r t I I ._ F u r n a ce -- E x p e r im e n t s .

% Prof. G. H.

18 in

rl*S1S °f

that i h
S
4 2 _ K o v ^ " aH

Stanley

(Member of Council).

W&St furnace devised for these
a stee^ sulphuric acid drum, of
hr d With
in - fireb™ k> 80
dlameter was 9 in-> and height

bottom®

6 ab° Ut 6 in- ab° Ve tlle hearth

The ores employed were -the Onderstepoort
titamferous, as in the previous tests, andsilicious
ore from the Timeball H ill Range, Pretoria.
The former apparently occurs in three parallel
reefs, and the latter in two, the results of their
ana ysis being shown below, together with that
o f the dolomite from Irene, used as flux.
aO
S*P
1—1
P*

©

'o

O
N

O O
lo !o
©
<M ©1

E

O i-H

k — so
^
^
^

•03
•17

undet.
undet.

c O *r rr — ^
•j v ~ CJ •i -

73-81
7-31

U .
£ ^
-A

►a

undet.

Per cent.
17-93

75
c>

Upper
Keef.

1

—

Keef.

The P resid en t

Three twyera were provided, o f f in. steam pipe

1 Nortli

M y thanks are due to our General Manager
Mr. Lurnow, for Ins permission- to publish these
figures, and to the Resident Engineer, Mr. W . H*
Bodilly, for his valuable advice and assistance
without which we could not have succeeded in
converting the plant for successful work.
:
In proposing a vote of
thanks to Mr. O ’Hara for his interesting paper on
his experiences at the Nigel, I feel that some
excellent discussion should ensue, and that this
should be the means of eliciting information as to
work done not only in the outside districts but
on the Rand
The treatment of accumulated
slime has not been well discussed in this Society
in the past, and Mr. O ’H ara’s results should
certainly stimulate interest therein. The idea of
sending the accumulated slimes to the wheel
after washing and breaking up seems a good one
ana the results obtained certainly guarantee its
continuation. I would like to emphasise one point
in this paper before it is pul.l-shed and g-ts >o
foreign readers and that is that the residues
quoted, are not representative of th»«e in.present
day Rand practice. Mr. O ’Hara had a'difficult
proposition to handle.
H e was dealing with
accumulated slimes with a considerable percentage
of sand, and a large amount of m-gmic matter, the
deleterious effects, of which we know and his
results therefore represent work done under q u it,
different conditions than obtain on the Rand, [n
addition Nigel reef results would not be compar
able with those obtained on the Rand, since
the ore there is not so amenable to treatment
I
bn n g forward this matter to prevent misunder
standing for as some of you may have noticed in
the Iebru ary J o u r n a l* there is. an abstract
wherein the writer deduces from some remarks in
a report issued by one of our members that Rand
shine practice must be at a low ebb. He fails to
realise that what may be justifiably applicable to
one small property is not in force on all the mines
re. He, from want o f knowledge, not to put too
hne an edge on it, spreads himself out andproclaims
at large the backward state o f Rand metallurgy
From such procedure I wish to protect Mr.'
Hara and other members— hence these remarks.

rr
o —

rn. fl,
¥ g 5j
z © £ 5
r r

1)
7=. £

ZC'r

I * S ?. 3 . i i

c cj© O - 05
a> 5
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w
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c
a
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In the first attempt, after getting the furnace
hot and melting down scrap in it to carry heat to
the hearth, a charge was weighed out ot ore
broken to half inch cubes, and mixed with
dolom ite m the proportions calculated to yield a
slag ot the composition indicated by the crucible
experiments, the coke used being in pieces of
or j m . diameter.
This melted down
rapid y and ran very liquid from the furnace,
very little iron being reduced.
In tw o or three further tests the ore was
reduced to pass a 10 mesh screen, and coke
broken to about 1 in, cubes. As a result, iron
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was reduced, but always in the form of spongy
bloom s of soft iron of not more than 3 or 4 lb
w eight: this accumulated in the hearth, ultimately
stopping the tap hole. The slags, however, were
■very fluid, and also very corrosive, as the furnace
lining was badly c u t ; the analysis of a typical
specimen is as follow s :—
24-5%
SiO„
TiO"
30-7%
A120 2
20 -1%
FeO
8-5%
CaO
M gO , etc.
\
6 -2%
not determined J
A t about this stage, through the good offices
of Mr. Harbord, the authorities of the Central
South African Railways arranged for one o f the
foundry cupolas in the Pretoria workshops to be
placed at m y disposal for a month, to make
experiments on a larger scale, and as a result; ot
t h e representations of Mr. Kotze, the Government
Mines Department undertook to defray the cost
of the materials, etc., used. Further work with
this small furnace was therefore abandoned, and
indeed seemed unlikely to yield successful results
- - account
small size,y and the next
------------Ull.
ai/WUHx, of
v*. its
experiments were conducted at Pretoria.
^
The furnace used was one of Tliw aites
“ R a p id ” cupolas, provided with drop-bottom,
fore-hearth, and two rows of twyers ; the inside
diameter at the charge-floor being 32 in., and m
the hearth 22 in. . The height from charge-floor

io-o%

April 1910

analyses are shown in the appendix, and are
somewhat different from those previously made.
These however did not become available till some
days after the experiments started.
D e ta ils

o f E x p e r im e n ta l R

u n s.

R u n A , February 7.— Samples of the materials
were taken, but pending their analysis, it was
assumed in calculating the charge that the
titaniferous ore was of a com position represented
by the average of the previous analysis o f the
three reefs, since the ore was a mixture of all,
and similarly the average of the tw o analyses
already given was taken as the composition o f the

to top twyers was 12 ft.
For the purpose o f the experiments the torehearth was stopped off, the bottom doors removed,
and a brick-lined steel plate receiver hung from
the bottom to form a hearth. Unfortunately,
the construction of the' furnace itself only allowed
of a 3 in. lining in this hearth, and although it
was packed round with sand it cooled too rapidly
and was discarded after the first two runs. * o r
subsequent runs the drop doors were placed m
position and a hearth bottom formed on them of
sand and clay, a tap hole being improvised
through the fettling door at the side. The slag
tap hole was formed by making a hole through
the iron casing of the furnace and bolting on a
runner, just below the air belt, which latter, of
course, made it impossible to place this hole any
higher up the furnace, and therefore prevented a
hearth lining of more than about 3 in. being used,
otherwise there would have been no room for
iron to collect.
As already stated, there were two rows of twyers
__ three in the upper and tw o in the lower, all of
4 in. diameter at the commencement ; these were
subsequently altered as will be detailed later on.
Fresh quantities of ore and dolom ite were
obtained from the same places as b e fo r e : their

silicious ore.
.
The coke used was Westphalian, at hrst m
lumps as received, though afterwards broken, and
contained 9'5% ash of the follow ing composition :
......................
41-3/ d
S i0 2
i o -o %
F e90 3
38'0%
A120 3
•3-7%
I t also carried :
Sulphur
...
•••
"8 6 /o
The large amount of alumina present com
plicated the calculation considerably and made it
impossible to make the slags of the desired
proportions of silica and titanium, and though a
monosilicate was calculated, the silica had greatly
CaO

to exceed oxide of titanium.
After the furnace had been alight for about
two hours and was about half-full of coke four
more bags of coke were charged in (about 4001b.)
and on top of this, about 12.20 p.m., the_ first
c h a r g e , consisting of 112 lb. silicious
ore, 56 1b.
titaniferous ore, and 28 lb. dolomite, all broken
to about H in. cubes, but without separating fines.
On the top of this 200 lb. of coke and another
charge of ore and flux, as before, was sent m at
12 40 and a third at 12.50.
A t 1.10, the slag
was observed to be up to the lower twyers, and
the furnace was accordingly tapped, but ran slag
only. A t 1.35, another 200 lb. coke was added
and then the same amounts of ore and flux as
before, and a bag of coke on top — this to PiePar®
for the next charge, which was added at 1.50, and
contained the other bag of coke, mixed in to
increase the reducing effect, and as before a bag
of coke on top. A t 2, another bag of coke was
added, and another charge containing coke mixed
in. However, nothing but a very fluid slag was
prodnced, so that, hoping to replace some F eO m
the slag and' facilitate reduction o f iron, the
amount of dolom ite in the charge was doubled
from this point onwards.
The effect of this soon became apparent in
increasing stbkiness of the slag, so that charging
of ore was stopped, a bag or tw o of coke added
to keep the furnace hot, and it' was then allowed
to blow down, blast being cut off about 7 p.m.
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Next, day the hearth was found to be full of a
A sample of the slag from this run, taken over
breccia o f coke cemented by a greenish grey slag
the various pots, contained 38 ’6 °/ SiO
8 -1°/
containing also about 60 lb. o f pieces o f soft iron
I his grey slag was composed of, approximately •
S i 0 2 53%, A120 3 36%, CaO 3%,
t> li e(J.
A considerable quantity of the
and was. doubtless formed o f coke-ash with a
furnace lining obviously entered the slag, the
little o f the gamster lining o f the furnace
walls again being badly cut, .
which was considerably cut away. It was clean
R un C
February
still further
ed out and made ready for the next run.
diminish the air supply, but at the same time
Three samples o f slags were analysed besides
allow of obtaining a higher smelting temperature
the one ju st mentioned, all being typically
at the twyers by using a higher pressure, the
ferrous silicates in appearance and containing
bottom twyers were closed off and not used again
from 38-3 to 39-5% S i0 2, 1-2 to 4 S 7 TiO and
in any further tests, leaving only the top three in
37-2 to 50 4% F eO .
/o
2
use.
r
v R un Ji, F ebruary 9 .— The furnace being well
Further, the analyses of the materials havingcome
alight, 12 bags o f coke were added before charg
to hand, which showed the silicious ore to con
ing any ore. In order to produce more reducing
tain more silica and alumina than had been
conditions, the proportion o f coke was increased
assumed, the proportion of Timeball ore was de
and the blast pressure cut down to 3 ozs., so as to
creased to half the titaniferous, to make the slag
diminish the oxidising effect and also the output
less aluminous, but the coke remained as before
which obviously depends on the amount o f coke
The blast commenced at 3 ozs. and was slowly
burned, thereby keeping the ore longer in the
increased
to 5. A fter getting the furnace alight
furnace
The materials were more finely broken
and throwing in 12 bags of coke as before
than before, the ore to about f in. cubes, and
charging commenced at 11 a.m., each charge con
coke to 22 in and the proportions altered so that
sisting of one basket of coke follow ed by a mix
equal parts o f the two classes o f ore were used
ture of 112 titaniferous ore, 56 silicious, 10 sand,
the extra silica required being furnished by
35 dolomite, and 2 baskets of coke. Twelve of
sharp sand
h i charging, then, one basket of
thesecharges weregiven, but very littleiron waspro“ ® ,'5
w;as throvvn in> and then a mixture
ducea, a little did, in fact, run from time to time
of 56 lb. titaniferous ore, 56 lb. silicious, 14 lb
and it was felt to be accumulating in the hearth •
dolomite, 6J lb. sand, and 75 lb. coke. Charging
another basket of coke was therefore added to'
commenced a tll.5 0 a .m .,a n d b y 12.30 five charges
each charge for the next three charges, but at
ad been given and the furnace was full. The
this
time the furnace walls were, observed to be
first slag ran at 1.15 p.m. through the bottom
burning through, the iron casing being red-hot in
tap hole, which was left open for a while and
several places, charging was therefore discontinued
then closed. l o u r other charges were made, and
and the bottom dropped at 9 p m
at o .l5 the tap hole was opened, but only slag
From this run about 300 lb. of iron was
escaped— no jron. From that time each charge
obtained, o f which about 2001b. was in the form
had an extra basket o f coke and 2 lb more
of soft iron from the hearth, and 100 lb. cast
dolomite. The tap hole was opened from time to
iron from slag pots and runners.
time with increasing difficulty, and it was obvious
J oS f ™ P les o f sla8 taI^en showed S iO , 35-9°/
' I r . T 1!'
T * becom i" g gradually cooler,
so that the slags did not run so freely and no
r cl 37 ;8 4 T,l 0 2 9 '7 and 1 8 ’°%
FeO 25 and
%, which showed a still further improvement
^on ran at all. Consequently, after only three
in the conditions, and the slags ran perfectly fluid
of the new charges had been given, as the casing
though they were higher in titanium.
showed red hot in two places, charging was
R u n D ., February 1 7 .— For this run the
stopped and the furnace allowed to blow down

T .O ,.„d 38% FeO: t]„ , in the h , , S » ^
f t . irm contained 40 5% SiO„ 5 57 TiO„ ,„d

the blast being increased to try and raise the
emperature. It became impossible, however, to
open the lower hole at all, and the last o f the
slag escaped by the slag hole, and oil taking down
the settling door the hearth was found to be com 
plete y filled with slag and spongy iron weighing
about 17o lb.— a specimen o f which is exhibited
It was really therefore the fault of the iron, and
not of the slag, that the furnace choked'up.
O w ing to this solidified core the improvised
nearth. was only removed with great difficulty
and was dispensed with in the follow ing, tests

f r C!i,WaS com Plete]y reIined, and the diameters
of the three twyers reduced to 3 in. It was also
determined to experiment with the silicious ore
only, and so be free from any influence o f titani
ferous ore, till correct conditions were determined
Ih e furnace was started off as before with 12
bags o f coke, blast kept about 3 or 4 oz., and the
charges consisted o f 112 lb. ore, 56 lb. dolomite
and 3 baskets of coke (225 lb.), the highest pro
portion yet used. Charging commenced at 2.30
p.m. and was maintained at the rate of two
charges per hour till eight charges had been
led in.
Ih e furnace was running nice and hot,
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and the slags very liquid, but very little cast iron
■was produced, while soft iron accumulated in the
hearth, so that no more charges were given and
the furnace blew down and wasdropped at 11 p.m.
The hearth contained a bear of soft iron which
dropped clean out, and a fair sample of the slag
contained 20'8% FeO, but was not further
examined.
The lower iron content of the slag
was encouraging, though otherwise there was no
greater success than with the titaniferous mixture,
so for the next trial the twyers were made still
smaller.
R u n E., February 19.— The charge employed
was the same as in D, but the twyers were
reduced to 2 in. in diameter.
The furnace
having been lighted at 6 a.m., and partly filled
with coke as before, at 9 a.m. the first charge was
given, and, after 4 charges, at 9.50 the furnace
was full. Blast was kept between 5 an d'6 oz.,
aud charging continued as the stock went down.
However, on tapping it was evident that another
bear was form ing in the hearth, and only slag
ran, and therefore at 2.30 the size of twyers was
still further reduced, by slipping in pieces of
l j in. pipe, and the blast increased to 8 oz. Still
only slag ran, and the blast was consequently cut
down successively to 6 and 5 oz., resulting in the
production of eome cast iron.
This at first
solidified in the runner, but on tapping at 5.45
we had the satisfaction of running about 30 lb.
of cast iron into the slag pot.
A t 6.45 two
small pigs were cast ’; at 7.30 again both iron and
slag ran very satisfactorily, and also again at
8.45, and if our coke supply had held out there
seemed to be every prospect of the run continuing
till the lining burnt out.
Coke, however, had
run short, and the last charge was given at 6.30,
after which the furnace had to blow down.
In
all 17 charges were thrown in ; from this 424 lb.
of iron were recovered, 70 lb. of bear in the
hearth and 354 lb. of white cast iron.
Slag
from the second pot of the run (2 in. twyers) con
tained 13‘0% FeO ; the 3.30 p.m. slag contained
14'1% ; 5 p.m. 12'5% , and at 10 p.m. 13"3% ;
this last also containing 38 5% S i 0 2. The slags
still contained too much iron to be satisfactory,
but it was feared that if a further diminution of
size of twyers or of blast pressure were to be
attempted, the furnace would not keep hot
enough, and even with the diminished output
and rate of working secured with the small
twyers, the ore only remained about 4 J hours in
the furnace, whereas in an ordinary iron smelting
furnace it seldom occupies less than 20 to 24
hours in its descent, and has therefore ample
time to be reduced, to take up carbon, and in the
smelting zone, silicon, etc., and so become
fusible.
The presence of these impurities also
tends to prevent the reduced iron from being
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reoxidised as it comes in front of the twyers,
while in the small furnace such protection is dimin
ished as the iron is purer, and I am of opinion
that some at least of the iron oxide in the slag
was formed by reoxidation in this manner. It
seemed therefore hopeless to expect a slag free
from FeO in such a small furnace, on account of
the comparatively large proportion of the hearth
volume occupied by these small reoxidising areas,
if I may so term them, in front of the twyers in
the small furnace, as compared with a large one ;
hearth volumes of course increasing with the
squares of the diameters.
Further, this iron
oxide in the slag would naturally tend to prevent
the production of any but white cast iron.
R u n F, February 23 rd .— More coke having
arrived, this was commenced exactly as run E,
the furnace being lighted at 10.30 a.m and
charging of ore commenced at 2.30, the com 
position of charges also being the same as in D
and E. The blast at the commencement was 5 oz,.
which was cut down to 4, as only slag ran. The
first iron ran at 9 p.m., and from that time
titaniferous ore was added to the charge in
gradually increasing proportions till in the fourth
charge afterwards, there were 56 lb. titaniferous,
56 lb. silicious, 28 lb. dolomite, and 225 lbl
coke, which was maintained nearly to the end,
the last three charges having 7 lb. extra dolomite
and 5 more sand. W hether it was due to the
titaniferous ore or to the diminished pressure,
the furnace did not seem to work well, and was
very sticky at 4.15 a.m., chiefly through a large
admixture of soft iron in the slag.
A t 7 a.m.
the top hole was only opened with great
difficulty, and again at 8 ; and at 9 it was
impossible to get through either hole, so at 10
the bottom was dropped, blast having been
increased towards the end to increase the
temperature. The hearth was found to be com 
pletely filled with soft iron ; a bar, however, was
driven up through it and tapped off some cast
iron and slag, in fact the slag ran quite well
whenever the top hole was opened, and the
closing of the holes was due simply to the
accumulation of. soft iron in and around them, so
that the stoppage was not due to the want of
fluidity in the slag, through the presence of
titanium.
It did seem, however, that the
presence of titanium hindered, the formation of
cast iron, though on this point the evidence was
not conclusive, as the furnace had not worked
w’ell from the start.
The iron weighed about
500 lbs., and a sample of slag taken during the
later part of the run contained 42'6% S i 0 2, 8'3%
T i 0 2 and 7'4% FeO, while that tapped from the
bear at the last contained 38'6 S i 0 2, 8 8 T i 0 2and
12 0 FeO (no doubt due to the increased blast).
This low content of FeO still seemed to indicate
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that improvement might be effected by still
about 6 oz., which enabled the hearth tempera
further diminishing the rate of output, and as
ture to be kept up while reducing the rate of
the furnace was again in need of relining, this
charging to nearly once per hour, and therefore
opportunity was taken of diminishing the size of
increasing the time in the furnace to about 6 or 7
hearth as well as of the twyers, in order to enable a .
hours.
The effect of this was manifest in the
good temperature to be kept up in the hearth.
fact that small quantities of iron began to run
Run G., M arch 3rd .— A s relined for this run
about 9 p.m., from which time the furnace was
the twyers were 1 in. in diameter, and the hearth
regularly tapped every 1| hours.
A t the same
14 in. at the twyers, as shown in the diagram.
time the old trouble of soft iron bear forming in the
hearth was also apparent, and although iron was
run regularly till 7 a.m. next morning, it was only
possible to open the tap hole with great difficulty.
A t this point 24 charges of the mixture had
been given, and next 4 charges of 112 lb: titani
ferous ore alone, 28 lb. dolom ite and 17 lb. sand
were added, after which the furnace was allowed
to blew down. For a little while a slight im
provement occurred, but soon the tap hole com 
pletely closed and at 10 a.m. the bottom was
dropped ; metal and slag were run from the slag
hole for a few hours longer, the bear being
jam m ed fast and impossible to shift. In this
run again, the slags ran perfectly fluid when the
tap holes could be opened, 4 s will be seen from
the photograph, and the closing of the holes was
entirely due to iron, as before.

(x R O U N p

Leve,

The hearth had unavoidably to be thirty inches
deep, since if the twyers had been placed lower
down, the air belt would have prevented inspection
of the casing, to note signs of burning through; the
air belt also prevented the hearth bottom or tap
holes being raised.
The upper part of the
furnace was unaltered. Charging commenced at
10.30 a.m. with the same mixture of equal parts
of titaniferous and silicious ore used in F. i t
50 lb. silicious, 56 lb. titaniferous, 28 lb ’
dolomite, and 225 lb. coke.
The blast was kept

I he furnace lining was again severely cut and,
of course contributed to the bulk of the slag.’
The iron bear in the furnace weighed 575 lb., and
the- cast iron collected from the pots 580 lb.
Several slag samples were taken and analysed,
with the follow ing results :—
’
SiO„
TiO,
FeO
3rd 5 p.m.
...
439%
9-0%
13-0°/
3rd 9 p.m.
...
40-4
8-6
14-8
4th 3 a.m.
...
44-3
7-7
9 .9
4th 5 a.m.
..
39 8
4 '0
12-5
(blast increased unintentionally)
4 th 3 p m .
...
38-2
10 2
7-9
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A s the furnace was only lent for a month, and
the commencement of the College Session was
only a week distant, the experiments had perforce
to be concluded with this run.
I am afraid these details make tedious reading,
but they are, I think, necessary, in order that
the reasons for the various steps taken may be
appreciated. The results show, I think, that the
experiments were proceeding on the right lines,
aud with more time and a larger furnace might
reasonably have been expected to reach a success
ful issue. W hile the general conclusion is that
titaniferous ore is certainly more refractory and
not so easily reducible as ordinary ores, given a
sufficiently large furnace, to ensure plenty of time
for reduction, and at the same time a high tem
perature in the hearth, nothing in the experi
ments would induce me to anticipate that it
would not be successfully smelted, though
probably at the expense of
fuel consumption
rather higher than the normal. A ll through the
series of experiments our troubles were not due
to infusibility of slags— though how far their
fusibility was clue to the FeO they contained is
perhaps a m oot point— but to non-carburisation
and consequent infusibility of the iron ; this could
hardly be the case in a large modern furnace,
which would also consume much less fuel per ton
of iron than in these tests. In this connection it
is well to note, that the cupola used for these
experiments is not o f very different size from the
large furnaces formerly used for smelting soft
iron from ordinary iron ores, and in which,
probably, the accidental production of cast iron
led to the establishment of cast iron smelting,
soon requiring larger furnaces.
Increasing amounts of titanium did not seem
to impair the fluidity or fusibility of the slags,
and an interesting point which was noted was
that although, like all the others, the highly titani
ferous slags had black or dark-grey fractures,
their surfaces were light-grey o r ’ nearly white,
this also lending colour to the view previously
expressed as to the existence of titanium as a
lower oxide than T i 0 2, in the slag, which oxidised
to T iO s on the surface. Assuming that titanium
exists in the charge as T i0 2, the question is still
open as to whether or not it is reducible to a
lower oxide by carbon m onoxide or only by solid
carbon or other bodies, and at what temperatures.
I t seems probable that it is only difficultly reduc
ible, and in that case may reach the smelting
zone unchanged, and there act as a re-oxidiser of
carbon or silicon already taken up by the iron, so
retarding the production of cast iron, aud although
unable to prevent its production in a large furnace,
the iron might always be white.
A statement made in the latest American
Metallurgical text book is worthy of note
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here : Professor L. S. Austin, in the second
edition
of
his
book,
“ The
Metallurgy
of the Common Metals,” says, in reference
to iron ores, “ some of the N ew Y ork beds . . .
have been considered valueless on account of the
presence of titanium, it having been asserted that
this element produces an infusible sticky slag.
This, however, has been proved to be unfounded,
and it should not prevent their use as a source of
iron.”
The analyses of the materials used are as
follows :—
TitaniferousOre Silicious Ore.

1-56
22-10
SiOo 14-31
not determined
T iO ' 63-75
Fe„6 3 - not determined
3-36
A120 3 10-41
■62
CaO - not determined
trace
M gO - not determined

Dolomite.

4-15
3-44
•56
28-66
18-10

The charges were calculated as explained in
Part I. of this paper, but the high proportion of
coke used, together with the large proportion of
aluminium in the silicious ore, made it impossible
to form a very highly titaniferous slag.
Even
with the titaniferous ore alone, after adding
dolomite, as required to make the aluminium
silicate fusible, which in turn necessitates more
silica (as sand) there could not theoretically have
been more than about 21% of T i 0 2 in the
slag, and for the same reasons silica had to
be greatly in excess of the T i 0 2, and not nearly
equal, as advocated. W ith less, and better, coke
this would be more nearly possible.
In all the
analyses, as the form in which the titanium
exists is not certainly known, it is expressed as
T i ° 2.
In conclusion, I have again to thank Mr.
Murray for help in the conduct of the experi
ments, and also Mr. F. W . Penny,
M y thanks
are also due to Sir T. E. Price and Mr. G. G.
Elliot and his staff at Pretoria for giving every
assistance in their power, and to Mr. Kotze, as
representing the Government Mines Department,
which provided the financial backing, and thereby
rendered the experiments possible.

Mr. Chas. B. Saner

( Vice-President) : It
affords me great pleasure to propose a hearty
vote of thanks to Prof. Stanley for his interesting
paper. H e mentioned in one paragraph that the
details may appear tedious, but I think the
remarks in that paragraph are particularly
interesting to us because they show that he is
working on right lines, and he is practically opening up a new and great industry not only foe
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South A frica but the whole world. For
reason
think he shonld have a very hearty
of thanks from this Society. I will ask
Vaughan to second m y proposal.
He
probably be able to give us some interesting
lights on the recent experiments.

I

that
vote
Mr.
may
side

Mr. J. A. V aughan I

:
have great pleasure in
seconding the vote of thanksthough, unfortunately,
I was not present when the paper started. As
regards side lights, I am afraid it is rather hasty
to be called upon at this moment to give you side
lights. When certain reports are published then
probably I may feel privileged to give you some
account of what I have seen, and tlie deductions
I have made. The subject dealt with to-night by
P rof. Stanley affects the whole world ju st as much
as the' Transvaal. The smelting of titaniferous
iron ore has not been looked upon as commercially
practicable in other parts of the world wliere
they have a great deal more of it than here.
Prof. Stanley’s experiments have apparently
proved it commercially possible. This may go a
a great way towards cheapening the production
of iron, but it is not so much that, as the exten
sion of the available iron ore beds of the world.

T H E D E V E L O P M E N T O F H E A V Y G R A V I
T A T IO N STAM PS.
(R ep rin ted in this Journal, September, 1909,
from the Bulletin o f the Institution oj
M ining and M etallurgy, August 12, 1 9 0 9 .)
By W . A. C a l d e c o t t (Member).
DISCUSSION.

Mr. E. J. W ay

( Member) : The author gives
us a very interesting history of the development
of the gravitation stamp, from the square wooden
non-rotating stamp used by the German miners
in the Middle Ages to the heavy-weight rotating
steel stamp at present in use, on these fields. I
must, however, confess to a feeling of disappoint
ment when I found on reading the paper that,
while Dr. Caldecott is emphatic in the statement
of his personal opinion that the increase of
weight already carried out, does show very appre
ciable econom ic improvements, this opinion is not
supported by any convincing arguments or array
o f experimentally proved data. I felt this the
more particularly since so much has been heard in
recent years of the increased economic efficiency
due to the corresponding increase of weight of the
gravity stamp,, especially from the mines with
which Dr. Caldecott is associated, that I had
been led to hope that the author’s unrivalled
opportunities for, arriving at definite conclusions,
based on experimentally determined facts, would
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have enabled him to throw some very clear light
at last on that most important question, what are
the limits within which primary and secondary
crushing machines would operate at their best
efficiency and give the best return for the money
invested? I had hoped that this question would
have been fully treated irom every standpoint,
namely, first cost, running and maintenance costs,
life of mine, and all the other factors that enter
into the question of economic efficiency in contra
distinction to mere mechanical efficiency.
The paper opens in a very promising manner.
The author states (see p. 109) that the object o f the
trials carried out at the Knights Deep in 1904-5
by the Consolidated Goldfields was “ to discover
some means whereby stamp milling efficiency
could be increased,” and as he goes on to say that
the result (see p. 110) of these trials was the adop
tion of heavy weight stamps at the Simmer East,
Robinson Deep and the Luipaardsvlei G old
Mines, it might reasonably have been expected
that he would have been able to provide demon
stration that increase in weight of stamps results
in very appreciable improvements in economy.
The laudable and useful objective which was
the raison d’etre of the 1904-5 experiments seeins
soon to have been lost sight of, and the experi
ments to have been carried out merely with the
object of discovering how the rapacity of the
stamps could be increased, as it is stated (see
p. 110) that., as the result of the experiments, “ it
became obvious that to crush more rock it was
necessary to strike a harder blow .” Moreover,
the trials carried out do not appear to substanti
ate the author’s contention that the increase in
weight so far adopted has resulted in improved
economy. A careful examination of the data
brought forward in the paper (see table on p. 5)
on which apparently the author based his recom
mendation that the heavy-weight stamp should
be installed at the three mines previously named
(a recommendation by the way hardly confirmed
by the total working costs per ton milled on these
mines at the present time) simply shows that, the
number, height of drop, and height of discharge
remaining the same, the extra amount crushed is
almost exactly directly proportional to the weight
of the stamps. In other words, there is no
increase of efficiency but only of capacity, as the
increase is proportional to the extra weight lifted
or to the power input of the mill.
A further examination of the table on p. 112
shows that, in order to obtain an increase in the
tonnage crushed proportional to the increase^ in
the weight of the stamp, it was necessary with
an increase of 32% in the stamp weight, namely,
from 1,216 lb. to 1,605 lb., to increase the water
per ton of ore crushed 41%, or from 4'26 tons to
6'02 tons per ton of ore crushed, whilst the
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amount of + 6 0 (O'Ol in.) product increased
126%, or from 5-16% to H ' 66 %. This would
appear to indicate that, so far from there being
an increase in economic efficiency due to crush
ing large tonnages through fine mesh screening
by means of heavy stamps, there is actually a
decrease in the economic efficiency. It is impos
sible, however, to come to any definite conclusion
on this point as the data supplied are insufficient,
the author giving neither a complete grading
analysis o f the screen pulp, the percentage of
extraction obtained, nor any of tlie other data
influencing the final results in connection with,
either the economies claimed by him as resulting
from a reduction of the number of units, or, the
number of units being the same, from the larger
total output and consequent shorter life of the
mine.
Dr. Caldecott’s experiments on fine preliminary
breaking with rolls before m illing might with
profit have been carried a little further by trying
the effect of fine breaking in conjunction with
lighter stamps (or, what would have the same
effect, larger area of shoe), lower drop, and greater
number of blows per m in u te; as it would
certainly appear, theoretically, that for every size
of feed there should be, in order to obtain
maximum mechanical efficiency, a corresponding
pressure over unit area resulting from the blow
of the stamp and depending upon the three
factors, weight of stamp, area o f shoe, and
height of drop. It. would appear reasonable to
expect that for a very fine feed a light stamp
with a very low drop and running at a high rats
of speed would prove most efficient, and it is to
be regretted that the author’s experiments were
not carried further in this direction, as it seems
probable that had this been done an increased
efficiency would have been found to result from
an increase in the fineness of the preliminary
breaking when combined with a corresponding
alteration in the other factors influencing the
result, namely, stamp weight, shoe area, and
height of drop. The increase in the number of
blows per minute would, as was found to be the
case in the pneumatic stamp trials carried out at
New Kleinfontein, probably largely increase the
duty of the stamp, so that even with the light
stamp large duties might reasonably Tse expected.
Had the author continued his experiments along
the lines suggested much valuable data bearing
on the very important question of the correct size
of ore to be fed to the stamps might have been
obtained.
The author states (see p. 113) that “ fine
breaking before milling with heavy stamps does
little g ood,” .and goes on to say that “ the
heavier the stamp the coarser the preliminary
breaking admissible, and vice-versa,” in other
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words, the heavier the stamp the coarser the
preliminary breaking admissible and, conversely,
the lighter the stamp the finer the preliminary
breaking admissible. I am of opinion that here
the author is getting to the very root o f the
question. I am inclined to believe that, if we
were to look upon the heavy-weight stamp as .a
fine breaker and were to interpolate it, in place
o f Dr. Caldecott’s fine rolls, between the rock
breakers proper and the light stamps, very appre
ciable gains in econom y m ight result, as it must
not be forgotten that the lieavy-weight stamp
even when crushing through 4-mesh screening
produces as a by-product some 2 5 7 of - 90
(0 0062 in.) grade.
The fact, proved by the investigations carried
out by the Mines Trials Committee, that m axi
mum mechanical efficiency when using heavy
weight stamps is only obtained by crushing
through correspondingly coarse screens, moves the
sphere o f action o f heavy-weight stamps more
and more, with increase of weight, in the direction
of coarse crushing. The economic limit o f the
weight o f these stamps, leaving out mechanical
difficulties, appears to be only reached when they
encroach on the province of the ja w breaker or
gyratory crusher, with which they cannot compete
either mechanically or economically owing to the
breakers having a positive feed and discharge
and requiring no water feed. This economic
limit will be reached when the mechanical
advantages of the breaker are balanced by the
advantages accruing from the percentage of — 90
(0'0062 in.) grade produced by the lieavy-weight
stamp when crushing through even the. coarsest
mesh screening.
Stamps of the maximum' econom ic weight'
when crushing through 4-mesh screening produce,
as I have already pointed out, some 25% of - 90
(0-0062 in.) grade, and would therefore leave
only 7 5% o f the total ore milled to pass to the
light stamps. N ow it has been proved by the
experiments carried out by the Mines Trials
Committee that the mechanical value of the pulp
is not affected by the weight of the stamp, the
other variables remaining constant, and that for
every weight of stamp there is a mesh aperture
giving maximum efficiency. I f therefore a mesh
aperture be chosen, giving the desired percentage
of + 6 0 ( 0'01 in.) grade in the battery pulp or
the desired mechanical value of this pulp, and
the correct weight of stamp for this mesh aperture
be determined by means of the data resulting
from the investigations carried out by the Mines
Trials Committee, and if these stamps be then
fed with carefully classified pulp fiom the heavy
weight stamps, a product o f the required degree of
fineness would be obtained without resorting to
tubemills or other fine grinders.
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inefficient stamp is some three or four times more
As stamps of the maximum -weight introduce
efficient than a tubemill, at the same time largely
many engineering difficulties, o\vi 11g to the heavy
increasing the econom ic efficiency of the plant.
strains and vibration consequent upon their
Some difficulty has been experienced, I believe,
weight, and to the very large storage . bins that
with the discharge of the pulp from the mortar
they require, I think it is quite a debatable
boxes of the type of light-weight stamp I have
point whether better all round efficiency would
been suggesting, but I have no doubt that the
not be obtained by crushing through finer screen
difficulty could easily be overcome by a correct
ing with stamps of a w eight w h ic h would not
design of mortar box, and by a series of experi
entail these special -difficulties. For instance, if
ments to determine the correct height of screen
stamps of 1,700 lb. w eight were used with 400ing and the correct al’ea ior the discluuge.
mesh screening they would have a duty of 10 tons
When it is remembered that theie are at
and would produce some 50% of - 90 (0-0062
present large numbers of plants in various parts
in.) product, leaving only 50% of the total ore
of the world, the capital expenditure on which
milled to pass to the light stamps.
per ton milled per 24 hours would probably com 
As both the heavy-weight and light-weight
pare favourably with the capital expenditure on
stamps, if properly designed for the size of the
plant on these fields, and which are working
ore fed and for the screening used, would be
satisfactorily both with regard to running and
•working at their maximum mechanical efficiency,
maintenance costs, in which coarse bieaking
and, as the mechanical efficiency o f a tubeinill
follow ed b y fine breaking takes the place of
working under the best conditions is only about
stamp crushing, it must be admitted that the
25% to 33% of that of a properly designed
whole question is still a very’ open one, and that
stamp battery (see-report, by Mr. Stadler to the
further e x peri men ts, possibly on the lines sug
Mines Trials Committee, on Coarse Crushing
gested above, and much careful consideration of all
Experiments at the Simmer East, dated 2nd
the factors bearing on the question are required
November, 1902), it would appear that both the
before it would be justifiable to assume that the
mechanical and econom ic efficiencies of a plant
h e a v y weight stamp plus tubemill combination
thus equipped should be considerably better than
is the final solution of the crushing problem.
that of the present fashionable lieavy-weight
It appears to mo that (considering the very
stamp plus tubeinill combination.
poor efficiency of the tubemill, the heavy capital
A ny difficulty with regard to weight of stamp,
expenditure involved in its installation, and its
in the case of stamps of maximum weight, or to
very heavy running costs), the caution, not to say
speed of running, in the case of the light stamp,
c o n s e r v a t i s m , usually displayed by the leading
could be overcome either by the use of the
engineers of the Hand in adopting new appliances
Holman pneumatic stamp, as has been recently
having far-reaching effects on
metallurgical
proved at the New Kleinfontein Mine, or by the
practice has in the present case, in some instances
Morrison stamp, with its hydro-pneumatic cushion
at least, been conspicuous by its absence, and
ing cylinder operated by a crank shaft and con
that it is open to question .whether in some of
necting rod, some of which ran two years con
the recently equipped mines, the econom ic limit
tinuously at the M eyer and Charlton.
has not been exceeded in the over anxiety dis
On reference to the table on p. 5 it will be seen
played, by the designers of the plants in question,
that with a mesh aperture of 0-016 in. only 5-16%
to reap the benefits claimed by its advocates as
of the screen pulp remained on a 60 (0'01 in.)
accruing from the use of the tubemill.
As this
tcreen. Now at New Kleinfontein an extraction
impression seems to be borne out by the reduc
of 94% is obtained with battery pulp containing
tion costs of the mines using tubemills, I have com
as much as 14% o f + 6 0 (0'01 in.) grade. It
piled the follow ing table, comparing the costs on
-would therefore appear that, at New Kleinfontein I
the mines where double-stage crushing is in vogue
at least, a mesh aperture of 0-016 in. is suffi
with the costs at New Kleinfontein where crush
ciently fine. As the stamp to obtain maximum
ing by the old single-stage method is still in use,
efficiency with this screening is quite a light one
1 at first attempted to compare the milling
it would be possible to run a battery equipped
costs directly, but found that the different
with these stamps at a very high rate of speed
systems of apportioning charges in use on the
indeed, and, owing to the fine feed from the
mines rendered this impossible. For the same
heavy-weight stamps, with a very low drop.
reason it was impossible to u s e the total reduction
I have very little doubt that a stamp of the
costs as a basis of comparison. I have therefore
H olm an type, or of the design suggested by Mr.
given in separate columns the reduction expenses,
Behr, could be designed to give a duty of at least
the general charges, and the total costs, and have
10 tons when fed with carefully classified + 90
used the figures in the last column as a basis for
(0-0062 in.) product, thus greatly reducing the
comparison, as this seemed the only fair method,
number of light stamps required, and, as even an
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as I found the term “ General C harges” to be a
very elastic one and to have quite different mean
ings on the various mines.
For example, at
New Kleinfontein the reduction expenses include
the maintenance of surface plant, whereas on
other mines a proportion o f this maintenance
cost is apportioned to general charges.
It w ill be noticed from the tables that only
four mines show lower reduction expenses than
the N ew Kleinfontein Company, namely, the
Simmer
Jack, Luipaard’s AHei Estate, Village
Deep, and the W est Band Consolidated.
The
low expenses at the Simmer it Jack arc probably
due to the large tonnage treated, whilst the low
costs on the Village Deep and Luipaard’s Vlei
Estate appear to be duo to a larger share o f the
costs being apportioned to general charges
which amount to Is. 9-128d. and Is. ll-2 0 1 d !
respectively, as compared with Os. G'146d. at
New Kleinfontein. As to the W est Rand Con
solidated the costs must be compiled on a
different system to the one com m only employed,
as the general charges amount to 3s. 7 ’633d.'
per ton milled.
Comparison between Reduction Expenses General
Charges, and Total Costs, of the New Kleinfontein
without lubemills and Sundry Rand Mines usinc
iubeinills.
b
■
Name of Com pany.

N e w K le in fo n t e in

Simmer & Jack
Knights Deep .
Wit. Deep
Simmer Deep .
East Band Pro
prietary Mines
Rose Deep
Simmer & J ack E
Village Deep ..
Luipaardsvlei E.
Village Main R.
Robinson Deep..
Ferreira Deep ...
NewModderfont.
Crown Mines ..
Knights Central
Robinson G. M,
Jupiter ...
Wolhuter
Nourse Mines ..
New Goch
Van Ryn
Geldenhuis Deep
New Rietforiteiu
West Rand Cons.
Cinderella Deep
Meyer &Charl ton
RoodepoortUnit.
Durban Roode.D.
Treasury
New Heriot

dedu ction
Tonnage ttxpenseij
Milled per (per (.on
Month.
m illed).
3 8 ,5 9 9

■ 4 /0 7 4 S

68,900 3/9-684
49,499 4/2-022
36,723 4/6-92
48,952 4/5-504
157,'243
39,883
•29,727
32,970
16,119
43,600
51,366
31,772
45,200

121,100
22,378
57,588
24,570
27,150
37,928
24,740
29,852
39,753
17,817
17,672
13,129
13,162
17,683
17,197
8,873
11,583

General
Charges
(per con
milled).

Total
(per ton
milled).

0 /G -H 6

4 /6 - 8 9 4

1/0-607 [ 4/10-291
0/11-350 5/1 -372
0/8-70
5/3-62
1/0-671 5/6'175

4/11 734 0/6-997 5/6-731
4/7'736 0/11-541 5/7'277
4/3-632 1/4-233 5/7-865
3/10-783 1/9 128 5/7-911
3/9-437
/
5/8-63S
4/8-713 0/11-982 5/8 695
4/3-552 .1/5'581 5/9-133
4/7-561 1/2-876 5/10-437
4/5-617 1/5.577 5/11-194
4/4-739 1/ 6-886 5/11-625
4/5-91
1/6'09
6/0 4/8-549 1/3674 6/0-223
4/6-843 1/7-079 6/1 -922
5/4-618 0/10-959 6/3-577
4/6-410 1/10-381 6/4-791
4/9-105 1/10-772 6/7-877
4/8-303 2/0-073 6/8-376
5/1 -866 1/9-175 6/11 041
4/6-456 2/8-352 7/2-808
3/8-248 3/7-633 7/3-8S1
5/8-195 •2/1'287 7/9-482
5/7-582 2/2-652 7/10-234
5/6-643 2/5'551 8/0-194
5/4-539 2/8-135 8/0-674
7/2-09
1/3-48
8/5-57
6/8-216 j 2/0-216 8/8-432

1 11-201
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Coming to the table on p. 112, it will be seen that
the author states that in May, 1907, the cost of
single-stage crushing through 1,600-mesh (0'01 6
in.) and 1,200-mesli (0-017 in.) screening (the
battery pulp containing 10'92% of + 6 0 (0 '0 1 in )
grade) was Is. 10'424d. per ton milled, and that
in January, 1909, crushing with stamps through
200-mesli (0 057 in.) and 400 mesh (0'03 5 in.)
screening and regrinding in tubemills, to a final
product of which only 1-61% remained on a 60
( 0'01 in.) screen, the cost was Is. I 0 ’742d. per ton
milled. There was therefore a difference of 0 ’318d.
per ton milled in favour o f single-stage crushing, a
difference which would probably be accounted
for by the difference in the tonnage milled during
the two periods under review, namely, 35,500
tons in May, 1907, and 29,600 ,tons in January
1909.
■”
The costs, as given by the author, can, however,
hardly be taken as a fair criterion o f the two
systems of crushing, as he does not state whether
he has taken into consideration the initial capital
outlay in the two cases, with redemption and
interest charges properly apportioned ; or whether
ho has allowed for -all the other factors involved,
such as comparative output, life o f mine, &c.'
nor does he state whether he has made allowance
foi the very large and general fall in working
costs that has taken place between 1907 and
1909, due to cheapening o f labour and of
supplies and to other things not directly
dependent upon the method of crushing adopted.
A either lias he let us know whether the reduction
in the percentage of the + 6 0 ( 0'01 in.) grade
from 10-92% to 1 '61% has been follow ed by an
increase in the extraction sufficient to meet the
additional cost of the finer grinding. In connec
tion with this point I may again remark that with
battery pulp containing some 14% o f + 6 0
(0-01 in.) grade an extraction o f 94% is obtained
at New Kleinfontein, so that it would appear
doubtful whether the cost incurred in reducing
the percentage of + 6 0 (0'01 in.) grade to as
low as 1'61% is defensible.
From the author’s summing-up it is evident
that he has, as I. have previously mentioned,
shelved the question o f any increase in stamp
milling efficiency being obtained by the installa
tion of heavy-weight stamps and tubemills, and
that he now bases their claims to adoption on
the ultimate econom y of the whole plant, due to
economies in the erection and running o f a mill
resulting from a reduction in the number of
units, and to an increase in the output with a
corresponding decrease in the life o f the mine.
In connection with the economies in capital
expenditure on plant, the advocates of the heavy
weight stamp plus tubemill combination claim
that its adoption has reduced the cost of mine
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Com ing now to these four statements I should
plant per ton of ore milled per 24 hours by more
like to make the follow ing observations
than two-tliirds.
This reduction I cannot admit
1. The reduction, if any, in capital expendi
to be due to the introduction of the heavy weight
ture on stamps and accessories is not as great as
stamp and tubemill, as if it was due to this
at first sight might appear to be probable, as the
innovation in metallurgical practice it would
total weight of the stamps themselves, in the two
surely be clearly brought out in the tabulai
cases suggested by the author, is'identical, whilst
statement on page 365, comparing the cost ot
the far greater vibration consequent upon the
mines w h ich ' have adopted two-stage crushing
h e a v i e r w eight of the individual stamps,, necessi
with the costs at New Kleinfontein, and that this
t a t e s t h e u s e of massive concrete foundations in
is n o t the case a reference to this table will a
the place of the old timber piles, the replacement
once make clear.
The reduction in capital
of the wooden king post by steel or reinforced
expenditure would appear to me to be mainly
concrete constructions, and the installation of far
due to three causes
first, the use by the mines
larger and heavier cams and cam shafts, pulleys,
of electric power generated at large central
friction clutches, etc. Again, although the water
stations, secondly, the far larger scale on which
required per ton of ore crushed may be reduced
milling operations are now earned out, and
(although this is a point still under investigation
thirdly, the general cheapening of labour and
by the Mines Trials Committee) the total
supplies daring the last few years, and to have
quantity passing through- each box will be more
little, if anything, to do with the introduction of
than doubled, necessitating a larger water service
the heavy-weight stamp and tubemill
I hat
to each box, whilst the larger ore feed will
the author fully
believes that double-stage
necessitate bigger and more expensive ore
crushing is more economical than single stage
feeders. I f to the cost o f the stamps be added
crushing can be seen from his statement (see
the cost of the necessary (if the stamps are to
page 111) that “ the later use of tubemills as well
work at their maximum efficiency) secondary
('namely, with heavy-weight stamps) yielded at
grinding plant, such as the tubemill circuit
the same total cost a product with fewer coarse
with its launders, cones, pumps and other
( plus 0 01 in.) particles and hence a still more
e q u i p m e n t , it w ill be obvious that the cost of the
perfect exposure of the g old,” and from the
crushing appliances alone will be higher with
follow ing summing-up (see p. 115) of the advan
h e a v y -w e ig h t
stamps than with light-weight
tages o f heavy-weight stamps as compared with
stamps.
.
,
light-weight ones :—
2 As to there being any reduction m the cost
1 “ Seduction of the initial capital expendi
of the mill building, this is more than doubtful
ture’ in erecting, say, 200 stamps at 1 7o0 lb.
if the mill bins are still retained as an integral
with accessories, in place of 280 stamps at l , 2oO
part of the building.
The usual allowance of
three days’ storage capacity means that the old
lb. each,”
allowance of 12 to 15 tons per stamp will now be
2. “ Eeduction in size of mill building, almost
increased up to 60 tons per stamp,_or possibly
proportional to the less number of stamps.”
more, necessitating in the caise submitted by the
3. “ 30% less shafting, belts, and other m oving
a u t h o r a storage capacity
of 6 0 x -.00 or 1--,000
parts to maintain,”
tons as against one of 15 x 280, or 4,^00 ons.
4 . “ 30% less labour required for dressing
T h i s enormous increase in the capacity would
plates,
lubricating m oving parts, changing
vastly increase the strains throughout the bin
screen's, and other work incidental to milling
structure, and would probably make the actua
operations.”
cost of the mill buildings more with the heavy
Before commenting on these four statements I
stamp than with the lighter stamp ; whilst as the
m u s t say that they appear to me to savour of
capacity of the -conveying belts w ill be corres
very special pleading, as though the author is
pondingly increased they will be both larger and
fu lly aware that it has been conclusively proved
more costly. Mr. Eobeson has suggested storing
by the Mines Trials Committee that the maximum
the “ fin es” outside the mill building and
efficiency of the heavy-weight stamp can only be
supplying the small feeder bins inside the mil
obtained when crushing through coarse mesh
building, which would still be necessary by
screening, thus necessitating the use of secondary
means of a system of belt conveyors.
I f this
grinding machines, and, as I have ju st shown,
m ethod were adopted there would still be the
admits that the use of tubemills improves the
additional capital expenditure on the storage
efficiency of a heavy-weight stamp installation,
arrangements outside the mill building, an ,.
yet he omits all mention of the tubemill when
addition, extra machinery to maintain, an
summarising the advantages o f the lieavy-weight
increased running costs to face, as it wou _
stamp as compared with the light-weight stamp,
necessary to have the conveying belts running
thus entirely vitiating all his conclusions.
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over the week-end.
I do not think therefore
that this method would prove cheaper in the Ions
run than the existing plan of having the storage
bins an integral part of the mill buildings
though from other points of view it possesses
distinct advantages. It must not be forgotten
too that to the cost of the mill building must be
added the cost of the buildings for the tubemill
installation.

&c., or the grade remaining the same, to the
increased water supply, necessitated by the
coarser pulps,_resulting in either higher lifts or
larger quantities to be pumped.
It must not be
orgotten too that the smaller and more numerous
the units the less the effect, on the output and
consequently on the costs per ton milled, of one
or more units being temporarily put out of action
ih e above brief glance at some of the reasons
3. There will certainly be some 30% fewer
tor
anticipating higher working costs and at least
moving parts, but as these w ill all b£ on a
an equal capital expenditure appears to explain
correspondingly bigger scale, and as the wear and
the higher costs which actually occur in practice
tear will be more than correspondingly greater,
on the mines where double-stage crushing
ow ing to the duty per unit being increased some
has been adopted, as shown in the tabular
two, three, or four hundred per cent., I very
statement
on page 355, and when these costs
much doubt whether the maintenance and
are compared with the low working costs and
renewals costs in the mill alone will be greatly
efficient extraction obtaining at New Kleinfontein
reduced, and if to these costs are added the tube
with single-stage crushing, it is impossible to
mill maintenance costs, the total maintenance
help wondering if the engineers responsible for
costs will almost certainly be higher.
the design o f the plants on these mines have not
4. I do not see that there can be as large a
displayed
less than their usual caution in accept
decrease as 30% in the labour requirements,
ing all that has been claimed for the tubemill •
'lake the question
o f dressing the plates
or if they, in adopting the principle of double
mentioned by the author.
It has been found
stage crushing, have done so without either
during experiments carried out by the Mines
adequate consideration
of
its far-reaching
Trials Committee that, when crushing through
economic effects, or the compilation o f sufficient
coarse mesh screening, it is necessary, owing to
experimental data to enable them to demonstrate
the scour due to the large particles and tlie
whether the increased econom ic efficiency claimed
increased grade o f the plates required to allow
for this system is base°d on facts or exist only in
the pulp to flow freely, to remove the plates
the imagination of its advocates.
from the mill building and place them below the
In concluding these already over long remarks
tubemills.
Here there will be no reason why
4
.
™ ^ SaT that’ Persona% . I am not fully
their number should correspond with the number
satisfied that the economies in mill practice
of mortar boxes in the mill, and as a matter of
claimed by the advocates of two-stage crushing
fact their number will probably be not less than
have been demonstrated beyond question, and
in a light-weight stamp mill of similar capacity
that until this has been done, I do not consider
so that the labour o f dressing the plates will
that
we are.justified in assuming that the. heavy
praptically be the same in both cases; whilst any
gravitation stamp plus the tube mill is suitable for
saving of labour in the other work incidental to
adoption on the Kfind in every case.
stamp milling will probably be offset by work in
After all, what I believe we are all trying to aim
connection with the running of the tubemill
at
is increased efficiency, not <bnly fr0m a mere
plant
Generally throughout the plant coats will
mechanical point of view but also from the
probably be found to be higher in two-stage
econom ic point of view. That is to say, we want
crushing than in single-stage crushing, due to
to do our milling in a much better way and at a
first, the heavier running and maintenance costs
much cheaper cost.
And, above all, any new
of the heavy-weight stamp plus tubemill plant
method
or
any
new
combination
of methods must
as compared with the same costs of a light-weight
in m y opinion, be absolutely fool proof
It is
stamp mill of similar . capacity ; secondly, the
all
very
well
to
talk
about
the
grading
which
is
absolute necessity, if the tubemills are to work
now obtained from the tubemill circuit, but
at even their low maximum efficiency, o f really
those who work with a tubemill circuit know
skilled supervision and labour in the carrying out
how easily bad superintendence, during a night
ot all the work in connection with the tubeshift for instance, will vitiate the work o f twentvinm circuit, such as the classifying of the
our hours, Therefore, whatever our new methods
inlet and outlet pulps o f the tubemills and
are, having always the idea in view of increased
return spitzkasten, banket feed of tubemills
econom y and efficiency, they must be fool proof
’ ■tnhll'dly’
in a few favourably
and, in m y opinion, the tubemill is at present
ed reduction works, the increased purapvery far from being fool proof.
ng costs, both running and maintenance, due
There is only one other point which I should
t0 the steeper grade of all launders,
like to speak about. According to the report of
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mortar-box always contains a mixture of coarse
and partially crushed material, so that the same
effect is produced as if fine ore had been fed with
the coarse. A s the author has endeavoured to
explain, the disadvantage of feeding fine material
only is that the stamp falls upon a more uniform
bed, resulting in a low pressure per square inch
and in crushing by-abrasion instead of by more
efficient impact.
In regard to Mr. H. S. D enny’s contribution to
the discussion, the fact that all recent mills on
the Rand have installed heavy stamps renders
further investigation here of light stamps largely
academic, whilst many other urgent problems in
ore crushing press for experimental solution.
Mr. Denny’s assumption, however, that a stamp
can crush more banket ore if finely broken is ob
viously incorrect in view of .the results of actual
runs given in the paper.
So far as size of
ore fed to mortar-box is concerned, the author
considers that provided no larger piece is fed than
the stamp can shatter by a single blow, at the
R E P L Y TO D IS C U S S IO N .
same time nearly reaching the die before coming
(Past-President) : In
to rest, so that the full efficient height of drop is
reply to the instructive discussion upon his paper
secured, there is little to be gained by finei piethe author desires to express his appreciation of
liminary breaking.
When his previous paper on
the courteous acknowledgement of the advances
finer crushing of Rand banket ore was written*
which he has endeavoured to record.
the finer preliminary breaking idea seemed veiy
•A s regards the criticisms of individual speakers,
attractive, but the subsequent experiments
as for instance, Mr. S. J. Truscott, he would ex
recorded in the present paper have dispelled it,
plain that the term efficiency was used in the
and this attitude is confirmed by the opinion ex
paper as synonymous with capacity, in the sense
pressed by Mr. Walter W cDerm ott in the present
that if one stamp crushed five tons of ore whilst
discussion. N o reference was made in the paper
another crushed six tons of the same ore in the
to the high-speed Morrison-Bremner stamps tried
same time to the same fineness, the latter would
at the Meyer and Charlton, because they could
be considered more efficient.
H e would in no
not be considered as included among the ordinaly
way contend that a heavier stamp crushed more
cam-lifted gravity stamps under discussion, and
ore tlian was proportional to its increased weight, i
because after a long test they did not commend
nor that there was any economy in power with
themselves sufficiently to millmen on the Rand to
heavy stamps per ton of ore milled to the same
ensure tlieir survival.
fineuess, except for some slight saving due to the
The reference to the passing of the stamp
smaller number of m oving parts. Mr. Truscott’s
as a unit of crushing capacity was merely
opinion, however, that “ any departure from long
intended to indicate that such variable ton
established practice on the Rand must necessarily
nages are obtainable under different conditions,
be a departure from efficiency ” would, if accept
that of two mills, each with the same number
ed by those actually engaged in metallurgical
of similar stamps, one might crush ^twice as
w ork on the Kand, be fatal to all future progress ;
much ore per day a s ’ the other.
W hilst for
it is indeed disproved by the changes in milling
soft friable ore causing little abrasion there are
practice on the Rand of late years, as well as by
•quite possibly better pulverizers than stamps,
the development of coarse crushing detailed later
yet for hard abrasive ores, such as Rand banket,
in this reply, which has already affected much
no serious competitor to stamps in some form
current design of crushing plants.
with their characteristic impact action has yet
A s to the suggestion that heavy stamps should
appeared.
be used for coarse ore and lighter stamps for fine
'
Mr. S. H . Pearce, to whom the authors
ore, it must be remembered that the key-note for
acknowledgements are due, has discussed the
large modern Rand reduction plants is simplicity
remarks by Mr. H. F. Marriott upon screening, so
of arrangement, concentration of similar operations
that it is hardly necessary to again point o u t that
in the same portion of the plant, and the use of
the I.M .M . standard screens are for grading
as few and as large units as possible. Moreover,
"Trans. I .M .M . , Vol. xiv., p. 4S, O ct., 1904.
even if coarse ore only be fed to stamps, the 1

the proceedings, Mr. H ugh F. Marriott s a id :
“ H e might point out that the New Kleinfontein
mill was burnt by the Boers during the war, but
that they had saved M odderfontein.” It would
be rather interesting to know what wae in Mr.
M arriott’s mind when he made this remark. Is
it to be inferred that no attempt was made to
save the Kleinfontein mill, or that the extra
bravery of the M odderfontein people saved their
mill, or what 1
The whole statement seems to
be so irrelevant to the argument brought forward
b y Mr. W . Fisher Wilkinson.
Moreover, at the
time that Mr. Marriott’s remark about the
Kleinfontein mill was made very little of the
original Modderfontein mill which was in exist
ence at the time of the Boer war was working, it
having been altered and reconstructed out ■of all
recognition.
From my personal knowledge of
Mr. Marriott I feel sure he did not introduce this
remark in any unfriendly spirit.

M, W . A. Caldecott
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analyses, while the C. M. & M. tables refer^ to
battery screening.
The suggestion that crushing plant, comprising
both stamps and tube-mills, should be considered
as a whole is of course correct, and this view
has been usual on the Hand since the intro
duction of secondary crushing appliances in
the form of tube-mills.
In this connection
the author has found very convenient for pur
poses of calculation what may be termed a
“ nominal crushing uDit ” ( “ N\ C. LT.” ) defined
as a stamp with a running weight of 1,250 lb.
and an assumed new weight of " l , 350 lb.
The
number of drops per minute is assumed to be
100, the set height of drop 8 in. and the actual
height of drop 7 i in. A tube-mill o£ x 22 ft. is
assumed to be equal to 30 such nominal crushing
units and likewise requires about 100 h.p. to
operate, this ratio of stamps to tube-mill is not
constant, but varies somewhat according to the
conditions of operating.
The capacity of the
above nominal stamp is rated b y the tons of - 90
mesh (0 006 in.) product it yields per 24 working
hours, and the capacity of stamps with different
running weights but operating under similar con
ditions is calculated in proportion to such different
running weight, whilst the capacity of tube-mills
of other dimensions than those cited is taken in
proportion to the cubic capacity of their shells.
Thus, a stamp with 1,400 lb. running weight is
equal to 1' 12 nominal crushing units, and a tubemill 14 ft. long x 4 ft. diameter is equal to 10
nominal crushing units.
This simple rule is
of value in determining the crushing plant
required when a final pulp containing a given
percentage of - 90 mesh product is desired.
Thus,
to
estimate
how
many
tube-mills
(5-k ft._ x 22 ft.) must be added to a plant
containing 200 stamps with a running weight of
1,400 lb. in order that 1,420 tons daily of'pyritic
banket ore should be crushed to a palp contain
ing 80% —90 mesh product, and assuming like
wise that a nominal crushing unit produces 3 3
tons - 90 product per 24 hours :—
80% of 1,420 tons
= 1,130 tons - 90 product.
SOOstamps at 1,4001b =• 224 N X . (J.
224 N\C. (J. x 3 \itons = 739 tons — 90 product.
1,136 tons - 739 tons 4 tube mills (5 J- ft. x
3 0 x 3 -3
~
22 ft.) “
^ The assumption that the production per 24
Jours of - 90 mesh product in the foregoinw
illustration is 3 3 tons per N .C .U . in crushing
plant is, of* course, liable to variation under
different conditions.
Thus, as shown by the
coarse crushing trials detailed later, the produc
tion of - 9 0 mesh product per N .C .U . of the
crushing .plant is greater with coarse than with
nne battery screening, whilst if a very fine J
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ultimate product is obtained the tons of - 90
mesh product per tube-mill fall off, both because
the tube-mill feed is finer on an average, and
because the last few per cent of coarse particles
in the pulp are naturally derived from fragments
of the hardest and toughest pebbles in banket
ore, and are thus less easily shattered than the
softer matrix. The utility of the - 9 0 mesh
product as a working basis for calculating the
efficiency aJ crushing* is due to the fact that
present knowledge of banket ore treatment
demands that as high a percentage of the ore as
- is economically possible should be crushed fine
. enough to pass such a screen. In other words,
- 90 mesh product being that ultimately sought’
the more tons of this material that can be
obtained per stamp, or per tube-mill or per horse
power the better. A t the same time it does not
from a scientific standpoint disclose the whole
truth, as,^ for instance, the work done by stamps
in reducing the ordinary mill feed of ore to
particles fine enough to pass the battery screen
ing but not small enough to pass a 90 mesh. The
system above described, however, serves to render
approximate comparisons and records possible,
by expressing in commensurate figures the
l elative effect produced by stamps of various
running weights, tube-mills o f various dimensions,
and indeed crushing appliances of any kind.
Mr. M cD erm ott’s corroboration of the author’s
attempt to expose some popular fallacies is
welcome, as also his confirmation of the view that
the harder the blow struck the coarser the screen
advisable, so that steam or similar stamps are un
suited for fine stamp milling.
Since even with
gravity stamps the maximum efficiency is obtained
with coarse screens it is probable that the highest
efficiency practicable under existing conditions
with steam or pneumatic stamps, striking much
harder blows, would be obtained with the coarsest
screens compatible with subsequent tube-milling,
so that a relatively thin layer o f coarse particles
on the die suffices to take up the force of
impact, instead of a thicker layer of fine particles
producing a cushioning effect.
Mr. E. J. Laschinger’s arrangement iu the City
Deep mill of multiple cam-shaft bearingsf with
2,000 lb. stamps, which have an estimated 11 ton
duty, constitutes a logical means of coping with the
shocks due to impact of cam with tappet, which
naturally increase in severity with increased
stamp weight. Whether some form of lifting
device other than the cam will finally be adapted
to the relatively small crushing unit which the
present stamp constitutes it is difficult to say, or
whether the encouraging results of recent, coarse
* See this J ou rn a l, Vol. vii., Sept., 1900, p. 72.
t S A Mining Journal, Sept. u , 1909, p. 771: also this
Journal, Keb., 1910, p. 299,
'
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stamp, as distinct from its new weight. In trials
crushing trials which are given laterdn this reply j
the actual running weight of stamps would of
will result in the use of large pneumatic or other
course be determined by weighing or measuring,
stamps with coarse screening, and comparable in
but in practice the average running weight of a
duty with the steam stamps, on Lake Superior.
stamp without compensating weights and with
This last system, however, appears the most pro
half-worn shoe may be taken as b/a to 10 ^ less
mising, and it is to be hoped that the pioneer
than its new weight, unless the head has been
w ork already, carried out at the N ew Kleinfontein
much worn by long abrasion.
mill in this direction will be further developed.
Mr. Hardirige’s results* confirm the advantages
W ith the' elimination ■of amalgamation in the
o f coarse crushing in the stamp battery, as . his
battery, rolls to reduce ore to pass a screen o f 9
ore apparently yielded about 6 tons of —90 mesh
holes'per square inch would produce a suitable
product per nominal crushing unit with a screen
product for tube m illing at a low capital cost,
o f 16 holes per square inch. . H is view, however,
could steel be found for shells which would pre
that stamps will .soon become obsolete seems to
serve true faces by withstanding abrasion well,
neglect the consideration that the production of
an'd thus minimise stoppages- and' cost of truing
fine material is' a necessary concomitant to the
the roll faces. 1 The comparative advantage • of
shattering of the 2 in. cubes by the stamp impact.
the stamp in this respect is that even though the
Provided that this fine product is promptly
crushing surfaces of shoe a n d die wear irregularly
removed by discharge through the screen so as to
yet a fair crushing efficiency is maintained. ^
avoid cushioning the succeeding blows, its pro
Mr. A lfred James’ mathematical calculation as
duction is a gain as being so much o f the final
to crushing efficiency is doubtless correct so far
work done. In other words, the step reduction
as the initial blow upon a single cube is con
with 0-2 in. aperture might approximate more
cerned, but the author had in mind not only the
closely to 1 : 1,000 than to the very high ratio
work done at the first moment o f impact of the
he mentions.
stamp, but also that done a s. its fall continued
Mr. Urquhart’s interesting contribution empha
upon the fragments of the cube first struck.
As
sises the unsolved nature of many problems in
to the use of heavy stamps for light porous ores
stamp-milling, such as t h e ' cause of irregular
the writer would propose increasing the number of
wear of dies.f A n y accepted solution of such a
drops per minute, reducing the height of drop,
■problem - will probably be due to the careful
and increasing the area of shoe^ and die. . I f
observation of men whose duties allow corstant
stamps were employed at all for this purpose, the
opportunities for noting and reasoning, upon the
.ultimate result should; be-th e same whether the
behaviour of batteries in operation.
necessary pressure per square inch were obtained
I t is impossible within the limits of this reply
b y one 1,600 lb..stam p with 1 0 0 'sq. in. of shoe
to discuss the many important matters raised by
area or two 800 lb. stamps each with 50 sq. in.
Mr. C. O. Schmitt in his able contribution from
of shoe area. W hilst Mr. G. H . J. H ooghw inkel’s
the constructional engineer’s standpoint, which
view, that five heavy stamps on one cam-shaft
indeed deserves to be regarded as a paper in
are' sufficient,' would be generally endorsed, yet
itself, and the author hence merely desiies to
his'assumption that electric driving necessarily
express his indebtedness to Mr. Schmitt for the
means steady running is not obvious, since varia
large amount of reliable information that he has
tions in the speed of the -prime mover would
furnished to his fellow workers upon a subject of
naturally affect the mill motors.
which much still remains to be known.
\ , Mr. E. T. M cCarthy’s remarks as to the possible
Mr. Shockley’s remarks as to the desirability
adverse effects of heavy stamps -and high duties
of shoes with flat bottoms might be extended
upon amalgamation appear to be explainable by
with possibly even greater force to flat-topped dies,
the increased velocity and depth of pulp stream,
the uneven wear of which was referred to in the
which result from higher stamp duties unless the
paper. W ere shoes and dies to preserve parallel
width o f plate be increased. W ith ore carrying
plane horizontal surfaces it would be possible to
coarse gold amalgamation under like conditions
run with a quite thin layer of ore upon the die,
should.be. facilitated, whilst quite apart from any
instead of requiring, in order to prevent pounding
effect of impingement, it is natural that most
a certain minimum thickness of ore above the
sold should be caught at the head of a plate
highest part of the die, with the result that else
where the pulp is richest. The whole tendency
where the ore layer is unduly thick and the blow
of amalgamation on the Rand has been ^to elimi
correspondingly cushioned. W hilst the periodi
nate mercury wells, arid steps o r :ia lls in plates,
cal truing of the crushing surfaces would, no
and to rely upon a single amalgamated inclined
doubt, add to the efficiency of crushing it would
plane surface.
Mr. C. E. Brown has ju stly laid stress upon the
* E n gin eering arul M in ing Journa l, Jan. 10, W10, p. 221.
Sec this Joiwtuil, Vol. v ii.} Alavch, 1907, p.
the importance of the running weight of a
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be at the expense o f labour and metal, and any
practicable means of preventing uneven wear
would constitute a distinct advance.
It is somewhat remarkable that in spite of
recent advances by other companies in the weight
o f stamps the Luipaards Vlei mill which, as
mentioned in the paper, was the first o f ’ the
modern heavy stamp mills erected on the Rand,
still holds the record for high stamp duty, that
for January, 1910, being 9 5 3 tons, as'against
the 9-10 tons duty of the next on the list, the
W est Rand Consolidated Mines.
From a dialectic standpoint, an adequate reply
to Mr. E. J. W ay’s ably-worded criticism of the
heavy stamp-tube-mill policy would require more
time and skill in debate than the author can
claim,
ih e practical man, however, who judges
by actual facts, may consider' the follow ing cir
cumstance a sufficient proof o f the soundness of
the views expre-sed in the paper. W ithin the
last month the Chairman of the Benoni Consoli
dated G old M ines,*, doubtless upon the recom
mendation of Mr. E. J. W ay as the Consulting
Engineer to the Company, announced that their
new crushing plant would consist of heavier
stamps ( 2,000 lb.) than any yet in operation
here, with j i higher ratio of tube-mills to stamps
(1 to 13-75) than has yet been adopted in regular
practice by any producing Company upon the
Witwatersrand.
The author has recently carried out at the
mill of the Simmer East, Ltd., one of the Con
solidated Goldfields sub-companies, the following
series o f trials under the auspices of the Mines
Trials Committee to further develop certain
points referred to in the paper.
Five stamps with long heads w d short stems
were extemporised in August last by join in g two
24 in. heads together by means o f stout pins, and
were operated in a mortar-box with the front cut
out and replaced by a thin detachable steel plate,
as shown in the illustration. A wood and canvas
housing prevented splash above the mortar-box,
through which the heads projected. This design
o f stamp was on the lines of the early experiments
carried out at the K nights D eep of increasing the
weight of stamps by interposing a false shoe
between the head and the true shoe, although the
advantages o f such a design were not then
realised. The results o f the present trials were
quite satisfactory, apart from occasional breakages
of the connecting pins, which would not of course
occur with solid 48 in. heads. The open-fronted
mortar-box facilitated access to the head when
required, and the long head combined with short
stem lowered the centre of gravity of the stamp
o an appreciable and desirable extent as compared
• ^ ^ ^ M a r ^c ^ y tei 9l a ° f ^

Co,,1l)an-v > S ou,l‘ A SrUa» M in in g
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with the u su al-type.. W hilst the stamp in
question was o f the heavy type, obviously the
design is applicable to stamps of any weight, and
has now .been adopted for the new City Deep
mill. The follow ing are the relative weights of
the different parts o f the stamps, illustrated in
the accompanying photographs, which are still
running regularly.
Stem
13 ft. 6 in. long x 4 in,
diain.
...
... = 577 lb. 33'6%
Tappet (3 gib) 20in. x 9 in.
diaro.
...
. . . = 2 3 5 lb. 13 7%
H ead 48 in. x 9 in. diam. . . . = 7 5 4 lb. 43-9%
Shoe
9 in. dia. (half worn) = 152 lb.
8 -8 %
In a battery designed on the above lines the
guides could be brought somewhat closer together
by lowering the upper guide and cam-shaft so as
to still further shorten the stem, and the height
of the open-fronted mortar-box could be much
reduced as illustrated. The follow ing are the
percentages by weight which ' the various parts
constitute o f the total weight of the stamp
illustrated with new shoe :—
Stem ... ■ . ..
27-65%
Tappet ..
...
12-60%
H ead ...
...
45-65%
Shoe ..
...
14-10%

100-00%
The appreciable extent to which the centre of
gravity is lowered by means of the long head and
short stem, as compared with its position with
the usual design of stamp, w ill be noted as tend
ing to maintain the stamp in a vertical position
and thus reduce friction and wear o f guides.
A still more important investigation, conducted
with every care in August last in the Simmer
East mill under the supervision of Mr. W . R.
D owling, the reduction works manager, concerned
the maximum size of particle which could be
efficiently pulverised in the usual tube-mill
5£ ft. by 22 ft., or in other words the coarsest
battery screening practicable under these con
ditions. Briefly, the maximum efficient aperture
was found to be 0-27 in., equivalent to battery
screening o f 9 holes per sq. in., and besides
obtaining very high stamp- duties, the actual
tonnage per day of the desired - 90 mesh product
of stamps and tube-mills-was further found to be
much greater by using such coarse screening than
with the finer battery screens in common use.
The fact that pulp from a coarse battery screen
should contain more tons of fine product per
stamp than that from a fine screen would hardly
be expected, but though the percentage of 'fine
product in the form er‘ pulp is low, yet this
is more than offset by the high stamp duty.
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capital and operating cost due to the use of
heavy gravitation stamps, and likewise the limit
of weight imposed by the ordinary method of
operation.
By coarse crushing the duty of
stamps, of a weight which has been satisfactorily
operated for several years, is increased far more
than is likely to be possible with fine screening
and any practicable weight of ordinary cam-lifted
stamp. A t the same time under these conditions
the ultimate fine product required may be readily
obtained by the addition of crushing units- in
the shape of tube-mills, wliicli cost less to operate
than the equivalent in stamps
The capital
expenditure is likewise reduced by the addition
of such crushing units as tube-mills at half
the cost or less than the equivalent even in
heavy stamps, and the cost of crushing is
reduced in inverse ratio to the raising of the
crushing efficiency. The extent to which the
capital cost of large m o d e r n Band reduction
plants, referred to by Mr. W . F- W ilkinson, has
been reduced in recent years is as yet hardly
realised, but may be gauged from the tact that,
owing to the employment of heavy stamps,
coarse stamp milling, sand filter tables large
units throughout and electric power, the Simmer
Deep-Jupiter reduction plant when extended is
estimated to cost* £ 1 0 7 per ton of ore treated
per 24 hours, or well under one-third of the cost
of smaller first-class reduction plants erected
in the former years.! The extension of crushing
capacity of the Simmer Deep-Jupiter plant by
48 000 tons monthly will be effected by means of
ten tube-mills ( 5* ft. x 22 ft.) so as to obtain an
average 14 ton stamp duty t h r o u g h screening of
about 30 meshes per sq. in., instead of by the addi
tion of four tube-mills and 200 stamps with an b2ton duty on the lines on which the existing plant
was designed. The saving of very large sums in
capital expenditure on reduction plant is o
especial importance with poor ore, as this con
sideration may prove the factor which determines
whether a low-grade mine shall be brought from
the developing to the producing stage or not. in
other words, with a given amount of capital
available, a large plant for poor ore can now be
erected at the same cost, as a small plant in
former years, which latter might not treat suffi
cient tonnage to yield any profit at all on sue
Stamp with long head and short stem operating
low-grade ore. In any case, reduction of capital
in mortar-box with open front.
cost relieves the subsequent operating cost ot a
The general improvement in crushing efficiency
corresponding burden, for redemption and interest
is really due to applying the principle of promptly
on capital sunk in plant.
_
fovnv,
removing from the mortar-box all particles too
The development of coarse crushing in stamp
small for the stamp to readily reduce further,
mills has likewise been carried out in other
and by feeding the coarser of these to the tube
-------* See Report o f Annual M a t in g of Simmer Dee]), U d ., * T X
mill providing the latter with material which is
within the limits of its most efficient operation
* und p o w e r s e c tio n s
The paper to the discussion upon which this
M in es p la n ts, in cliiflinjr
w as £ 3 5 0 p e r t o n o f o re m iL e d p e i -4 lio u .o .
constitutes a reply referred to the saving in
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encouraging results, though the scouring of the
amalgamated plates with this coarse product was
found to be excessive and in subsequent trials the
plates were covered with linoleum. The cyaniding
results of the trials were normal and in propor
tion to the ultimate fineness of the pulp.
In all trials the usual tube-mill circuit f was in
operation whereby the coarse portion of the pulp
after elevation was separated by cone classifiers
for tube milling.
The tube-mill outflow, after'
passing over shaking amalgamated plates, rejoined
the pulp from the batteries for re-elevation and
separation of any coarse particles, which again
passed through the tube-mills, whilst the fine
material overflowing the classifiers gravitated to
the cyanide plant.
In the subsequent trials, only stamps with coarse
screening were used, and the tonnage of ordinary
mill feed of ore crushed was calculated from
numerous measurements of ore supplied to the
batteries from a bin, which was partitioned
off for the purpose, and the surfape of the ore
levelled before and after each run, 20 cub. ft. of ore

mining districts, although tlit> maximum lim it of
screen aperture probably varies under different
conditions, according to the hardness or otherwise
of the ore and the dimensions of the tube-mills
and pebbles used.
Thus, among other coarse
crushing plants in Rhodesia, the Giant Mine with
with a large proportion of soft ore has used
screens up to J in aperture* : the Komata Reefs
in New Zealand use a battery screen of three
holes per linear inch with subsequent tube-millin g j ; and Mr. Chas. Butters’ various mills at
Copalaand elsewhere use screening of 4 holes per
linear inch, that of the Divisadero Co. (Salvador)
achieving with this mesh a stamp duty of over 9
tons, and the aid of tube-mills a final pulp of 55%
of - 80 mesh sand and 45% of - 200 slime.
In the Simmer East investigations some
trials of 50 stamps with coarse battery screening
(16 and 36 holes per sq. in.) and the remaining
80 stamps with fine screening ( 1,000 to 1,600
holes per sq. in.) were first carried out with
^ See this .Journal , Vol. i\\, No\r., 190S, p. lo2.
t N cao Z ealand M hicx R ecord, 10th A pril 1000; also this
Journa l, O ct., 1900, p , 151; an d Feb. 1910, p. 297.

I

t G-. O. Sm art, in this J o u rn a l, Vol. x ., Feb. 1010, p. 282.
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being taken to the ton. The duties thus found
were checked where practicable and with substanstantially the same results, by the tonnage of
sand and slime collected during each run.
50
stamps and 3 tube-mills (5^ ft. x 22 ft.) were
available for the trials and were run in varying
ratios to each other :is stated.
Trials were made with battery screening of 4
holes per sq. in., but it was found that with
this product the tube-mills discharged very coarse
material, which accumulated in the tube-mill
circuit, many particles in the .pulp being appar
ently too large to be shattered by the falling
pebbles, and being merely rounded by abrasion
during their passage through the tube-mill.
Regular and frequent sampling of battery pulp
during each run was carried out to obtain sam
ples for grading analyses, and to determine the
ratio of water to solids. The grading of the final
pulp was calculated back from the grading of the
sand charges, in accordance with the percentage
by ^weight they constituted of the ore milled.
The production of - 90 mesh product per stamp
was determined from' the percentage of - 90 mesh
in the battery pulp and the stamp duty, whilst
the production of - 90 mesh product per tubemill was calculated from the tonnage of ore
milled during each run, divided by the number
of tube-mills in operation, and multiplied by the
difference between the percentage of - 90 product
in the battery pulp and the final pulp.
The average running weight of the stamps in
all trials was 1,400 lb., with 8 in. set height of
drop at 98 drops per minute, and 2 in. height
of discharge, whilst all mortar-boxes were fitted
with back water feed as well as the usual supply
from above. The utility of the back water feed
in coarse crashing may be attributed to. its
washing towards the screen particles which are
fine enough to pass through, though too coarse
to readily' become suspended in the splashed

Company.

Simmer
Simmer
Simmer
Simmer
Simmer

East ...
East ...
East ...
D eep ...
East and Simmer Deep

Average of Coarse Crushing
Simmer East ...
Simmer D eep ...
Average of Fine Crushing

April iO.O

pulp.
The stamp duty of the 16 mesh and
36 mesh trials, and consequently the tons of
- 90 mesh per stamp, is probably slightly high
in proportion to the grading analysis of the
screen pulp, as the first mentioned were deter
mined for single battery trials with a higher ratio
of water to ore than that of the longer runs
detailed in the table.
For the purposes of the trials detailed, special
wooden launders with 10% grade were installed
and served satisfactorily for all the varieties of
pulp produced, including that from screening of
4 holes per sq. in. W ith screening not coarser
than 9 holes per sq. in., somewhat less grade
should serve, and in the Simmer Deep mill
extension cement launder? of U cross-section and
wide-sweeping bends will be used, having 7'5%
grade on the straight, and 9% round bends or
where the volume of pulp is small.
A large number of single 5-stanip battery runs
were made to confirm or elucidate certain points,
but. these have not been detailed as the
information they afforded is equally well illus
trated in the tabular statement.
The Simmer Deep trials, made somewhat laterunder the careful supervision of Mr. J. E. Thomas,
the rednction works manager, were on similar lines
and yielded similar results. The stamp weight
was somewhat greater, as shown, and the actual
height of drop 8 J- in., at 98 per minute.
In the case of both plants the average results
of a m onth’s run, under ordinary conditions, are
given in parallel as a basis.for comparison.
The follow ing table, abstracted from the fore
going, clearly illustrates the increase in efficiency
due to coarse crushing in the battery, as compared
with the usual finer screening :—
Even making allowance for improved results
owing to the special care taken b y operators
during the progress of a trial run as compared
with routine work, yet the increase above shown,
Tons

-9 0 Product

24 Hours.

Battery
Screening1
Meshes
per sq. in.

Dutjr pet*
Nominal
Stamp.

2

4

1 5 -6 8

3 -8 5

__

6

9

1 3 -3 3

3 -6 9

1 3 2 -8

4 -0 8

Number of
Trials.

of

Per Nominal
Stamp.

ter

Per
Tube-Jlill.

Per N.O.U.
of Crushing:
Plant.
,

1

ie

1 2 -3 4

3 -8 4

_

1-

30

1 2 -7 4

3 -8 3

1 3 7 -5

4 -2 5

2

36

11-00

3-83

126-1

4-01

12

19

13-02

3-81

132-1

4-11

Nov., /0 9
Jan.,1910

200
600

7-24
6-49

3-15 ‘
3-36

106-1
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3-30
3-44

—

400
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3-25
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in tons of - 90 product, of more than 20% per
crushing unit of plant, with coarse battery
screening is very great. In consequence of these
results the Benoni Consolidated, as already
mentioned, have decided to adopt very heavy
stamps with a high tube-mill ratio, whilst
the largest gold producer in the world, the
East Eand Proprietary Mines, having lately
confirmed the advantages of coarse crushing
in the battery by independent trials, now
proposes to shut down 380 stamps and to crush
more ore with the remaining 440 stamps, plus
extra tube-mills, than with the whole of their
820 stamps at present in operation.*
It will be observed that the ratio of water to
ore in coarse battery pulp is appreciably less
than is usual with finer screens. The absolute
amount, however, is much greater, as 5'5 tons of
water with a 15-to'n duty is equivalent to 412-5
tons o f water entering a mortax-box per 24
hours, whilst a 6-5 water ratio with a 7-ton duty
only equals 227-5 tons of water per mortar-box.
The large volume of water fed into the mortarbox naturally facilitates the discharge of fine
particles, whilst the ready discharge through the
large screen apertures serves the same purpose,
and ' the large percentage of discharge area
prevents the level of the pulp in the box rising
unduly. This ready discharge of particles fine
enough to pass the screen serves to explain the
influence which the water ratio has upon stamp
duty with coarse screens, and to some extent
either finer screens and more water, or coarser
screens and less water, can be used to crush the
same tonnage.
The increased efficiency of tube-milling, as
measured in tons of - 90 mesh product, with
coarse battery screening and a consequent coarse
tube-mill feed, may be explained as dueto the fact
that 'such coarse particles provide work to be done
by the falling pebbles throughout the full length
of the mill, whereas with a finer feed many
particles are early reduced to the required size
and hence the pebbles near the outlet o f the mill
are not supplied with sufficient coarse particles to
secure their full crushing efficiency. The follow 
ing sketch may serve to explain in some measure
why coarse ore particles are more readily crushed
b y tube-mill pebbles than finer particles, since the
latter must be almost exactly at the point of con
tact of two pebbles to receive the impact of the
falling pebble, whereas large particles distributed
over a much larger area are liable to be shattered.
The problem is’ in essence much the same as that
due to the uneven wear of shoes and dies or of
roll faces, and indeed constitutes a practical
reason why the difficulty of ore reduction increases
*
See Annual Report of this Company,
March »>, 11)10.
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with the fineness of the final product sought,
through the difficulty of ensuring that a particle
to be shattered is in simultaneous contact with
tw o opposite crushing faces.

An effect of coarse crushing, which of course re
sults from say doubling the stamp duty, is the need
for larger bins to contain the usual two to three
days supply of ore for the batteries, and various
methods of meeting this requirement have been
proposed, as mentioned by Mr. Schmitt.
In designing a crushing plant, it is not advis
able to consider the maximum stamp duty with
9 -mesh battery screening as the average duty,
since the supply of ore delivered to the mill is
not always regular, so that at times a finer or.
coarser screen must be used. I f the normal duty
be taken as that with a 9-mesh screen no
coarser serpen and higher duty are practicable, on
account of exceeding the limit of efficient
tube-milling, whereas if sufficient stamps are
erected to allow the average tonnage to be
crushed through 16 or 25-mesh screens, variations
in screening and duty can be made both above
and below the average requirement.
Although amalgamation of banket ore on
plates in the mill is practised with screening of
64 meshes per square inch, the scouring of the
plates is considerable, and with coarser screening
a worse effect is naturally produced. Assuming
that plates in the mill are dispensed with, which
course presents other advantages, amalgamation
can be subsequently carried out in the tube-mill
circuit and of the overflow of the tube-mill classi
fiers. This matter has been systematically inves
tigated by continuous running for some months
during the past year in several Randfontein mills
b y Mr. R Maxwell, with results that show 90%
of the amalgamable gold to be recovered on the
amalgamated plates in the tube-mill circuit. The
remaining 10% of the firest amalgamable gold,
equivalent to say 0% of the total gold contents
Mlmmvj .Journal, of the ore, passes with the tube-mill classifier
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overflow into the cyanide plant, where nearly all
remains with the sand. Given good classification
for tube-milling and efficient cyanide treatment
o f sand by cyaniding, it is not apparent that the
presence in the final pulp o f a small amount o f fine
metallic gold, which is readily and totally dis
solved by cyanide solution, is sufficient to warrant
the cost o f installing and operating amalgamated
plates for the classifier overflow. W ith the large
ratio of tube-mills to stamps involved by coarse
crushing, the number of tube-mill classifiers and
their total settling area is ol’ course far greater
than with fine crushing in the battery, and the
consequent use of a limited number of tube-mills
to “ finish o f f ” the tailing pulp.
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been generally adopted on the Rand, or won many
friends and advocates among mine surveyors
Mr. Coaton’s'suggestion for the determination
of the true dip of a stope is correct and smart,
but it entails still more observations and office
work and is not likely to be used by the majority
of mine surveyors, but only by the most con
scientious o f them, and is, therefore, not justified
unless no other correct method be available.
Mr. Coaton refers to a sentence in my paper,
wherein I state that “ the true error is greater
than shown in above table ow ing to the difference
in length between the face-line and straight-line
A B .” W hat was in my mind was, that the
irregularity of the face-line will cause further
complications and inaccuracies in the measure
ments which would increase the error. But as
STOPE M EASUREM ENTS.
this would be the result o f offset errors and
personal errors rather than sagging tape, I agree
(R ea d at M a y M eeting, 1 9 0 9 .)
that the sentence has got a misleading form and
had better been left out. Adm itting m y proofs
By O t t o S. T o n n e s e n (M ember).
of the danger of the tape triangulation system,
arising from a sagging tape, Mr. Coaton gives a
R E P L Y TO D IS C U S S IO N .
formula for obviating this error by measuring the
( Member) :
W ith refer
vertical sag. This method may, to some extent,
ence to the criticism on my paper on stope
lessen the effect of sag error, but again, as above,
measuring I regret not having been able to reply
this increases the observations and calculations
earlier, owing to my absence on a holiday trip. I
and sources o f errors, and would only be justified
am glad to notice that, on the whole, the paper
if no better method were available. The method
seems to have been favourably received, and that
is also unreliable in practice, for the sag is not a
there are no vital criticisms of adverse nature.
constant one during the offsetting process, vary
Mr. A. A. Coaton agrees with me that “ the
ing according to the tension the boys are putting
transit method is necessarily slow on account of
on to the tape, and with many other conditions.
having to book two sets of angles for each sight,”
A nd finally, how is Mr. Coaton to measure the
and his “ chief objection to the use of the transit
vertical sag 1 Sim ply by measuring the vertical
for stope measuring is at that stage of the opera
distance from the hanging to the middle of the
tion where the horizontal fathomage is converted
tape. Or is he going to sight in a candle from
to inclined fathom age.” But he claims that the
the ends of his tape and then measure the vertical
question of setting up the transit rapidly and
distance from this candle to the middle of the
safely on steep inclines not exceeding 60° can be
tape 1 The last method he will find in most cases
overcome by adopting the bolt stand, as used on
impossible, when the tapes are held in the hang
the W it Deep and Simmer Deep. The time it
ing, which is never a true plane, and in every
takes to superintend the 18 in. holes being
case utterly impractical and slow.
The first
correctly drilled must, o f course, also be taken
method is absolutely wrong and misleading, for
into consideration. (Mr. B. Travers Solly goes
the reef plane is never a true plane but somewhat
a step further, using two 18 in. holes.) A dm it
convex or concave, and local irregularity o f hang
ting that this is an improvement on the ordinary
ing wall would enlarge or minimise the measure
method of setting up a theodolite, I still maintain
ments of the vertical sag. These several reasons
that “ in a steep stope the set'ing up o f a theodo
render such determination of sag errors incorrect
lite is a very lengthy and difficult operation,” and
and impractical. Mr. Coaton’s formula is never
see no reason for employing a slower and difficult
theless aiming in the right direction. 1N ow I
operation, when a quicker and easy, method can
consider that the best method of getting rid of
bo substituted with accurate result. I would
the sag errors is to bring them down to a
also point out as a disadvantage in using the
minimum by shortening our lines so as not to
transit and bolt stand, that the bolt, when used
•greatly exceed 100 ft.
My critics find my
for future reference and sot up, is,likely to come out
example on p. 377, 1909, of a 316 ft. long tape,
of its true centre, owing to rock falling and being
line rather exaggerated, which I, to some, extent,
shovelled. Although this boltstand has been used
grant. M y aim was to investigate and distin
in a couple of mines for several years it has not
guish the different sources o f errors and to call

Mr. 0. S. Tonnesen
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for discussion in order to further clear the matter
and therefore I necessarily had to select pointed
examples. But there is a. clear method in my
a rg u m en t: I measure a stope of 250 ft. back,
dipping 50% (surely a very common and ordinary
case). I measure it in two ways : ( 1) by a straight
offsetting, line from top to bottom and, ( 2) by
intersecting intermediate pegs (Fig. IV ., p. 378,
1909). The first method distinguishes sag errors,
the second gives a combination of sag errors and
intersection errors.
Mr. Coaton proposes to avoid projection errors
by avoiding the use of drive pegs. There are,
however, a multitude o f cases, particularly in
steep stopes, where it is impossible in practice to
neglect the usefulness of drive pegs. I t is there
fore of importance that we know the cause and
effect of projection error in order to beware and
keep them within allowable limits. There is no
reasonable objection to using drive pegs, if they
are on reef aud the sighting candle is so suspended
as to be approximately on the plane measured.
Mr. Coaton lias never found any difficulty in
ju dgin g the right angle, where the offsets do not
exceed 30 ft, I shall refer him to Mr. Travers
Solly’s remark on p. 2 1 3 ,1 9 1 0 , where my opinion
ip backed up.
I quite endorse Mr. Coaton’s m ethod of
protractor plotting. It is good and quick. I am
also thankful for his investigations as to the
effect of the plane of the instrument not being
held on the plane o f the reef. However, my
instrument is so constructed that when the back
and foresight points coincide in the prisms then
the plane of the instrument must necessarily be
in the same plane as the three survey points.
Nevertheless, Mr.. Coaton’s calculation holds
good, viz., when the reef changes in dip.
I wish to thank Mr. Coaton for his suggestion
for obtaining a distinct light, and generally for
his valuable contribution to the discussion.
I also wish to thank Mr. B. Travers Solly and
Mr. Tom Johnson for their able contributions. I
have never thought nor said that proper and
painstaking stope measurements are not done on
the Band. It is bad enough that mistakes and
errors often do occur and are found out, and it is
our aim to gain the confidence of all concerned,
not by deceit and bluff, but by straight and
correct methods worthy of the support of this
institution, “ whose proceedings are noted all
over the world.”
The main aim of my investigations has been to
get to the bottom of the truth in this manner.
I investigate the cause of errors. (This was not
an easy task, and one not previously seriously
attempted.) These errors may not always occur,
.though, when they do they sometimes compensate
one another. But m ore than often they must
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occur and even accumulate. Having investigated
and pointed out the different sources of errors, I
introduce means o f avoiding them or keeping
them within reasonable limits. It is not to the
point to instance cases where a miner disputing
measurements has been found wrong. It happens
often, and so does the contrary case. I have also
some slight experience with miners and grumbling
and I know as well as Mr. Tom Johnson that
some of them will grumble for anything, but that
is one o f the reasons why I have gone to the
trouble of finding a method, which does away
with our own doubts and enables a quick and
reliable check. Mr. Johnson asks, did I ever
think of how the idea of stretched strings could
be used. I did, and so did our ancestors. It was
one o f the first primitive means of estimating an
angle. I t is unreliable, since it is dependent on
the sag and conditions of the lines and on a
rough estimation of the right plane. It measures
the angles between the tangents and not the
chords. I think Mr. Tom Johnson has no right
to slight Mr. Saner, myself, nor anyone else for
being conscientious in our work. Bluff is a gift
not possessed by all of us.
Dr. M oir’s hairsplitting attem pt at criticism
has been so thoroughly dealt with by both Mr.
Coaton and Mr. K. Tonnesen, that it is hardly
necessary to further refer to it. His own blunders
render his results essentially wrong. In his latest
reply Dr. Moir attempts to conceal his own
retreat by pointing out an error in a, formula
brought forward by Mr. Coaton, and to further
prove how extremely wrong it is to use the
parabolic curve.
H e instances that even a
circular curve may give accurate results enough.
To this I would only say, that it would have been
quite justified for this purpose to treat the tape
curve as a circular, if this had given easier solu
tion.
As it is, however, the parabolic area
besides being a closer approximation is ever so
much simpler solution as the “ area o f a parabolic
segment equals two-thirds o f the circumscribed
parallelogram.” This is a perfectly clear and
well known definition, and I do not see Dr.
M oir’s justification in charging me with obscurity
on a point which he must have misunderstood.
However, I agree that some o f m y calculations
could have been still more comprehensively
explained, but I chose, what I considered the
happy medium, in order not to make the paper
too long and tiresome. Finally, I wish to thank
Dr. Moir for his criticism, which I believe, w7as
not made so much in order to seriously condemn
m y formulae as in a desire to break the ice for
further discussion.
I thank the gentlemen who have taken part in
the discussion for their keen interest and also for
the many flattering and encouraging remarks.
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° t t o S. T o n n esen -Stope Measurements.
Q ur endeavours, I am

confident, w ill bear the

desired fruits o f im proving and sim p lifyin g stope
measuring.
W e seem already pretty well unani
mous in avoiding long tape lines in order to
m inim ise sag errors, and also lo n g o f f s e t in order'
to lessen the personal errors, and when yo u now
get the opportunity of trying the stereometer, I
th2nk w e shall also agree, that it will give us the
best and_ easiest means of obtaining these points
and keeping the errors within control

Tonnesen’s Stereometer. ■
— Construction and
Manipulation.— The instrum ent consists o f two
main parts, the alidade or m oveable part and the
lim b or im m oveable part.
I t carries tw o large
brightly polished prisms, the top prism A
fastened to the alidade and turning with it and
the bottom prism B fastened to the lim b ’ The
alidade is turned b y the pivothead or “ bigmotionscrew ” C and the “ slow motionscrew ” D
D can be pushed sligh tly to the right and comes
then out o f action at the same tim e releasing C.
The stereometer can _be used on a ligh t stand or
sim ply .b y hand
plane

I t is furnished with tw o spirit

The level E is so placed that when look

ing straigh t into the bottom prism its reflection
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can be seen im m ediately above the other bubble
, ® instrum ent can thus be horizontally
adjusted, and the survey points bisected at one

g ,nce' , F he PIate surfaces im m ediately over
and underlying the prisms are brigh tly polished
so as to serve as view finders or reflectors, where
by an im age seen in one of the reflectors can be
rought into view in the corresponding prism by
a slight tw ist o f the hand.
T his latest type of
the stereometer can be read very accurately the
sm allest graduation on the microm eter screw being
- 0 seconds. Such fine observations are, of course,
only justified when a stand is em ployed or for
fairly long sights, when the u tm ost care and
accuracy is observed in centreing and bisecting
and for distance measuring. F or stope measuring
it is accurate enough to read to, say, 10 minutes

J

is alum inium

plate, which is run into slits in

rlcf lnl
P ate’ ancl> when in a position, it is
clamped b y a screw.
I t is for direct plotting of
angles and serves the sam e purpose as the draw-

n A C lT / Jn, * P!ane table- Therefore the edge
of the alidade is bevelled to enable the angles to
b« . . ' “ Ok off
The p ] „ , „ „ oasilr
n „ i l T P ? . e?
J t“
one' “ n<1 * sufficient
mber o f these should be kept in stock. When
then

they can easily be cleaned, and are

cular1vSaln r ady f ° r USe‘
Xt is som etimes partian^I
t? SJ°P® m easurm g aw kw ard to read the

also ! '
't ° U r then be drawn ° n the plate and
also a num ber o f reference.
E ven when reading,
it is a safe plan to m ark the angle as well.
It
es very little tim e and furnishes a m ost effect-

ul check on the correctness of the readings
Ih e stereometer is not restricted to measuring
horizontal angles, but m aybe used for measuring, anSle between any points in the space. The
plane of the instrument must be held in the plane
ot the points observed.
Tbe use of the instrument is briefly as follow s:
. anSle between any three points, “ back-sight "
point “ set-u p ” point and “ fore-sig h t” point

T il u
turnin8 the alidade until images
of the back and “ fore-sight ” points coincide
at the contact of the two prisms. The angle
between the prisms is then equal to half the
angle between the points, but the instrument is
so graduated that the correct angle is read
directly, 1 of arc being marked as 2° and so on.
1 he stereometer should not be handled too close
to the eye, but some distance away, strained
observations being quite unnecessary. The main
point is to hold the plane of the instrument in
the plane of the three points observed, as other
wise the points cannot bisect at the contact of
tfie prisms. Before taking an observation it is a
good plan to ju d g e this plane as near as possible
and also to make a rough guess of the angle, and
set the alidade to it, so that there is little adjust
in g necessary when taking the sight. The stereo
meter is generally held square in froDt of the
observer, who takes such position that he has the
back-sight ” point about “ eyes right. ’ If the
point does not appear in the bottom prism at
once the instrument should be slightly turned in
the hand until it appears. W hen observing
angles near to 90° the observer should move his
head sideways so that it is not reflected in the
prism at the same time turning the instrument in
such a way that the “ back-sight” point travels
trom
eyes right ” towards “ eyes front ”
When Stope M easuring.— Stopes are measured
with the stereometer by radiation or the ordinary
theodolite method, applied to the inclined plane
o f the stope (see p. 384, 1909), by traversing and
offsetting directly on the inclined plane or by
combination of both principles.

Traverse nfethod.-^ T h is method is tape triangulation extended in order to avoid accumulation of
errors and to .overcome practical difficulties
caused by pillars and stulls and difficult climbing.
When using this method two points must be
nown, one in the top and one in the bottom of
the stope. _ A traverse is run between these two
known points as close to the face as practicable
using the one known point as the first back-sight
and the other as the last fore-sight. This traverse
is then plotted on a tracing paper, the two
extreme points o f the traverse joined and adjusted
on to the two given points on the stope plan and
the intermediate traverse points pricked through.
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iently taken on the hanging wall or in very wide
The main framework thus obtained, the offsets are
stopes on the footwall.
measured and plotted in the usual way.
The
T o save drilling holes , where permanent pegs
'theoretical effect of this method is the same as if
are not necessary, I have made a patent pitch
an ideal mathematically straight line between the
peg. I t consists of a piece of leather or wood on
two known points had been available, and the
to which is smelted a block o f pitch. The pitch is
stope measured and plotted from same. I do not
heated over a candle and applied to the rock
measure the angles at the known points as is
with a strong pressure. The rock ought to be
necessary in an ordinary drive traverse (working
fairly clean or brushed down to make the pitch
out frorn two given points to the unknown). In
stick well. These pegs can be used over again
a stope one' is working between, not from two
several times.
W hen taking the peg down the
known'points. It is not only a waste of time to
place
should
be
marked
with tar or paint so as to
measure the angles at the known points, but it is
know where to lind the point if it should be
also introducing errors caused by the unevenness
required later on.
. o f dip at top and bottom of stopesandexaggeratFor underground survey it is handy to have
' ing and accumulating of careless centering. When
well
defined and quickly fixed lights to sight to.
a great number of angles are observed they
I have made some very simple plummet candles
should be plotted by bearings and parallel ruler
for this purpose. F ig 3 is for drive survey;
in order to avoid -accumulation of protractor
Fig. 4 for measuring, where it is important that
errors, the bearing being the last angle ISO
the light should not be mixed with other lights
and the new angle. Thus all the angle plotting
in the stope.
In wide stopes, where hanging
is done from the same position of the protractor.
cannot be reached, the pegs or marks in the
The top and bottom pegs should always be kept
footwall are surveyed by reversing the plummet
up-to-date, traversing them in from the old top
candle, hanging a weight on to the hook-end and
and bottom pegs. In a new stope, which has not
plumbing over the mark.
yet reached the bottom level, the two known
Adjustments.— (1.) The reflecting surfaces of
points would be one in the top of each stope.
prisms
must be perpendicular to the plane of -the
The bottom angle in the winze is often inaccessible
bottom plate. They areadju sted by tlie makers
for measurement, particularly in steep stopes, and
and not very liable to be thrown out of position.
can easily be determined by intersection of the
(2.) To determine index error : A djust the
tw o traverse lines. When the stopes are yet
instrument to the horizontal plane.
Bring the
very small and good - straight lines can be run
reflected image of a plumb-line, suspended in
through, giving well, conditioned intersections,
some distance, into view in the lower prism, turn
then the ordinary tape triangulation can be used
the alidade until the reflected image of the same
with good results, or better still, the radiation
plumb-line appears in the top prism in such a
method with the stereometer. But as soon as
position as to be a true unbroken continuation of
complications arise, long lines and offsets, bad
the image in the first prism. A t this position the
intersections, pillars and stulls, and the old points
vernier should read zero, and if it does not, the
in the stope become inaccessible, then an indepen
reading is the index error, and a correction
dent traverse should be run as above described,
should be made to the readings. The error may,
from top to bottom of the stope Some surveyors
however, be corrected by adjusting the vernier.
would prefer to put in new stope pegs and
The correction is equal to the error, and is, of
measure the angles before the time o f . stope
course, of contrary sign. If the index stands on
measuring, while others w o u l d measure the angles
• the right 0 °, all the instrument readings are too
when stope measuring. The survey lines should •
small, hence the index correction is positive; but if
not be much longer than 100 ft. to avoid sag
it stands on the left of O°, the readings are too
errors, but on the other hand, not too snort nor
large, and the correction is negative.
too many, so as to avoid sudden change in dip,
Other Applications.— Underground, the instru
which longer lines would bridge over. Although
ment is also of great value for rapid check of
an eccentricity of 1 in. even is of small account
drive survey, setting out of works and rapid
when the surveying and plotting is done as above
survey where the setting up of a theodolite is
described, the centring of the instrument should
difficult or two slow. The candle flames used for
be done with care.
sighting should then be suspended in about the
When stope measuring, the instrument should
same vertical distance from the rail.
The true
b eh eld so that its pivot point nearly touches the
horizontal plane can more accurately be deter
point of the plumb bob. The distance between
mined by making the spirit levels play in.
the pivot point and the centre of the instrument
The stereometer can be used as a rangefinder
does , not cause eccentricity as it projects right
by measuring the angle between tw o crossbars on
angled on the plane of the reef.
The measure
a staff, the vertical distance between the two
ments of distances and offsets are most conven
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bars being known and a table made for con
verting angles into corresponding distances. For
this purpose the stereometer is made to read as
close as 20". The stereometer is also provided
with a small vertical spirit level, and two lines
engraved in the bottom prism. It can therefore
with a light stand be used as a level and
clinometer When used on the surface for detail
work the stereometer will prove o f great value.
The sighting points are then survey rods held
vertically. When two rods are made to coincide
in the tw o prisms as one line without any break,
this is mostly sufficient indication that the
instrument is held on the horizontal plane.

A R O T A R Y E X T R A C T O R F O R P R E C IO U S
M E T A L S F R O M S O L U T IO N S .
(R ead at December M eeting, 19 09 .)
By W. D ’A r c y L l o y d

and

E rn est

T. R a n d

(Members).
REPLY

Mr. E. T. Rand

TO D IS C U S S IO N .

(M em b er): W e are sorry
that there has been so little discussion 011 our
paper. Our one critic, Mr. K ing, we thank for
his remarks, to some o f which we shall attempt
to reply.
Mr. K ing remarks that hie thinks the baffle
plate is carried too far down. W e do not think
s o ; but this is a matter so easy of adjustment
that further comment upon it is needless.
Our critic docs not think it quite char that
there wonld be any saving by using zinc clippings
in place of filiform zinc ; we can best reply to
this by referring him to a more careful perusal of
our paper, where he will find that the acid treat
ment is merely a bath, not a total consumption
of the zinc subjected to it, as in the case of filiform
zinc. From experiment we found that the loss of
zinc under the conditions mentioned in the paper
and approximately half or less of the
zinc in the plant would be subjected to this bath
but once a month. If we estimate that but 25%
of the filiform zinc in use on the plant is the con
sumption per month, twelve times the original
weight of the zinc will have been consumed in four
years. On the other hand, some of the zinc clipping<, though subjected to repeated acid baths and
though losing in weight each time o f immer
sion, would still be in use after 10 years It
occurred to us when considering that part of the
criticism relative to the extraction, where com 
parative figures are given, that great prominence
ls given to the results of a plant thoroughly set
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and well run. W e beg again to point out in
extenuation o f our slightly inferior results that
the best possible results were not to be expected
seeing that our experimental machine was a crude
one, and lacking in one of its greatest essentials
to the very best work, i.e., the settling tank
beneath the rotor-casing.
As regards initial cost, it is difficult to give
actual costs o f construction ; but where large
quantities o f solution are to be precipitated, we
suggest that large units be used, handling from
750 to 1,000 tons or even more per 24 hours, and
built in series with the individual machines
divided by a longitudinal division plate. Built
on this plan, we consider that the cost o f con
struction would not exceed 35% that of the boxes
required to handle the same quantity o f solution.
This extra initial cost is much more than counter
balanced by the saving of zinc, acid, etc., and
most important of all, the almost total immunity
from loss o f gold by theft and careless handling.
Another great advantage of the rotary extractor
is its adaptability for handling large quantities of
solution per unit, thus concentrating the gold in
•place of having it distributed over a large area,
as in boxes. One machine, 7 ft. in diameter and
18 ft. long, would be ample to precipitate 1,000
tons per day o f weak and slimes solutions. We
may state further that the formation of that bug
bear, w'hite precipitate, we found but small, when
experimenting with weak and slimes solutions.
We concluded that this was due to the movement
of the rotor. As the tendency now is to work
with very weak cyanide solutions this machine
would thus save the large consumption of zinc
due to the formation of this precipitate.
As stated in our paper, the rotor in precipitat
ing 225 tons o f solution per 24 hours absorbed
1 h.p., whilst a 1,000 tons machine would require
approximately 2^ h.p.
The meeting then closed.

Notices and Abstracts o f Articles and
Papers.
C H E M IS T R Y .
SlCiNTETCANCE OF T H E AliKT, H f.A T T f .S T OE
CO TTON
AND
N lT R O G L Y C K K tN E . — “ This

G u N-paper'
attempts to explain the significance of the results
obtained wlien the A bel heat test is applied under
standard conditions to purified nngelatiniseil ouncoi ton, nitroglycerine, and mixtures of these, °and
to decide, if possible, among the various views
held regarding the test, whether results obtained
proceed from a decomposition of the explosive
during test, from a trace of im purity, or from
dissolved nitric peroxide. M ethods were described
for detecting the time of the heat test indication
with the concentration and also with the quantity of
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nitric peroxide required to produce the tint.

I t was

shown that, know ing the,se .cons.tfa" ts„^n^ ^ ® ^ be
decomposition of the explosive, its heat test] could^ be
calculated. For guncotton the data of W ill connect
ing rate of decomposition and temperature were
taken and the calculated values were in good agree
m ent w ith those observed. Evidence was. a<Wu<>ed
to show that the presence of neither dissolved. mti
peroxide nor of any adventitious im purity was the
cause of the reaction. For the decomposition of
nitroglycerine the data of Robertson were taken, and
the heat test was calculated in the same way. Again,
a oood agreement was obtained between calculated
ana observed results, when the nitroglycerine was so
com minuted on inert fibres (silica w ool) that great
surface was exposed.
W h en nitroglycerine was
tested in the usual way, as a liquid, the test simply
was a measure of the solution pressure of nlt™=®"
peroxide in nitroglycerine, and tins was made up o
the initial quantity o f nitric peroxide in solution and
the quantity liberated by decomposition during the
heat test. Experiments were quoted showing that
nitroglycerine could frequently be freed from some of
the initial dissolved nitric p e r o x i d e . The view s
advanced also threw light on the f a t t e s t ° f, ml^
tures of guncotton and nitroglycerine ( pastes ), the
low heat test of w hich was due to com minution of
nitroglycerine on the fibres o f guncotton. _T1 ey
showed that the subject must be looked at from a
quantitative point of view, and that the question
of exposed surface of explosive under test was all
im portant. The methods developed were applica >le
for studying other indicators, and aflorded a more
s o l i d foundation for choice than empirical com pari
sons
R. R o b e r t s o n and B. J. S m a r t , Journal of
m , Society o f Chemical
.F eb. 15- ~ ^ !e}s
E nyinecriny S%ipple?nent, Jan. 26, 1910. (J. A. vv.)

The

C o m p u t a t io n
of
C r u s h in g
E f f ic ie n c y
o f F i n e G r i n d i n g M a c h i n e s . — “ H aving exhaust

ed all his arguments, the author charges engineers of
the R and as follows :
‘ Considering the very poor efficiency of tube
mills, their high cost price and high working
costs, a doubt m ay be allow ed that many leading
engineers have in their fancy for this mill so much
in fashion on the Rand, exceeded the economical
lim it, at least in regard to new plants.’
T h i s does not really concern the writer, but, in
view of the fact that twelve months have passed since
it w a s sent out into the world, and seeing that no
one rose to contradict it, som ething should be done
to dispel any doubt in the minds of our friends abroad.
It was only the other day that Mr. W . I . W ilkinson
spoke at a meeting of the Institution ol M ining and
M etallurgy, London, expressing dou bt about the
wisdom of installing so m any tube nulls.
W h en the paper, now nnder discussion, was written,
it was generally considered a fair but by no means an
ample allowance to provide one tube m ill for every
50 to 75 stamps, depending on their weight the
underlying idea being that this com bination could at
that time reduce the ore from 2 in. cubes to the fine
ness required for satisfactory extraction with the
least expenditure. It was then thought, and this
still holds good, that the final pulp entering the
cyanide plant should not contain more than 5/0 of
+ 60 and possibly over 75% o f - 9 0 .
This v a s 12
months ago. To-day, owing to a considerable amount
of further experience, the proportion of stamps to
tube mills has been considerably modified, and I
trust, Mr. Stadler will not be horrified, it is consider
ed that the right allowance of tube mills provides for
one tube mill for every 15 to 20 stamps.
I shall endeavour to ju stify this by giving the
result of a test carried out during last month at the
L i g h t R e a c t i o n s a t L o w T e m p e r a t u r e s . - ‘ ‘ In
Simmer Deep, L td., at the suggestion of Mr
a recent evening discourse at the R oya l Institution
Caldecott, follow ing closely u p o n tests carried out
Sir James Dewar showed.som e experiments to prove
some tim e a°-o on behalf of the M ines I n a ls Com
that chemical action is n o t entirely in abeyance at
mittee at the Simmer East, Ltd
N ot being in the
very low temperatures.
Henri Moiaian, lie said,
the confidence of that august body, I cannot give you
had held this view, and w a s justified when it was
the resnlt then obtained ;—
found that fluorine reacted violently with iqiml
Coarse crushing experiment at the Simmer Deep, Ltd.,
hydrogen at a temperature of 20 abs. He hln.lS?J
21st November, 1909.
had found that ozone was formed when ultra-violet
radiation was passed into liquid m r ; and when
Number of Stamps ... - 75.
o x y g e n solidified in liquid hydrogen was exposed to
A ctual weight of stamps = 1,640 lbs. each.
ultra-violet light, the solid oxygen, after the hydro
Number of drops
... = 100.
gen had evaporated, also contained °.zone- S“ £h
A ctual height of drop = 8 i in.
experiments indicated that chemical ae non did take
Order of drop
.......... = 1, 3, 5, 2, 4.
place at low temperatures, since the transformation
Screen ................... ,
= 30 mesh per sq. in.
of o v y rten into ozone involved the absorption of
Diam eter of wire
= 0 ’0482 in.
energy r *unl thus there was a low temperature
Aperture
........... = 0'1348 in.
chemistry which required to be worked out. In the
54-75%
D ischarge area ...
course of the lecture a number o experiments w e r e
1,240 tons.
Ore cru shed................... :
performed to illustrate the fact that various bodies,
23 75 hours.
Running time
...........
especially such as were of an albuminous cliaractei,
16-71 tons per '24 hours.
D uty per Stam p...........
which were not phosphorescent at ordinary tem pera
: 5-5 to 1.
R atio of water to ore
tures, phosphoresced b r i g h t y when cooled in liquid
Grading of pulp leaving
air and exposed to ultra-violet light. Again, it was
battery :—
shown that ordinary phosphorescent bodies, such as
57-2%
Percentage of + 60
sulphide of calcium, could absorb light-energy at o
12-7%
- 6 0 + 90
temperatures, though they did not exhibit luminosity
30 1%
-9 0
until they had been warmed up to normal tempera
Num ber of tube mills
tures
Illustrations were also given of the destine22ft. x 54ft. dia. of shell
Size of tube mills
tive effects of ultra-violet radiations at low tempera30 rev. per min.
Speed of tube m ills ...
tures on the luminosity of living organisms such. as
Grading of pulp entering civanide works -.
Bacillus phosphorescent, which was essentially o
Percentage of + 60 ... = .4-7%
nected with their vital activities
- Sir J a m l s
- 6 0 + 90 = 21-4%
D e w a r .— Times Engineering Supplement, Jan. 2b,
~73‘9%
. .
-9 0
1910. (J. A. W .)
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Tonnage of ( - 90) pro
duced per tube mill
per 24 hours ........... = 137'2 tons.
Tonnage of ( - 9 0 ) pro
duced per stamp per
24 hours
...
;
5'03 tons.
T u le mill equivalent to
137"2
27 stamps.
5-03'
It appears from the resnlt of the above tests that
75 stam ps+ 4 tube mills crushed ore at the rate of
1,240 x 24
2375
=1,253 ton* per 24 hours.
Ordinarily this plant is run with 75 stamps to one
tube mill, and the amount o f ore crushed to give a
similar grading in the pulp entering the cyanide
plant is at the rate o f 8 2 tons per stamp per day nr
615 tons for 75 stamps.
'
The cost of installing the 75 stamps was approxi
mately £-24,000, and after deducting £6,000* for ore
hiii, etc., £18,000, and that of the 4 tube mills was
approxim ately £1-2,000. W e h a veth erefore, in the
first case the fact that for a capital outlay of
£30,000 we could handle 1,253 tons per day, or to
pin it in another way, in order to crush one ton 'p er
day we had to spend about £23 18s. in,capita] outlay
Hi the second
case
the capital
outlay was

£12 000

£18,000+
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C ase .

I.

i

, ,

D iffer
ence in
favour
of I.

T ype o f P la n t ..........

75 Stamps
of 1,6401b
and 4 tube
mills.

75 Stamps
of 1,6401b
and 1 tnbe
mill.

Capital \ Total
O utlay J per non per
day

£30,000

£21,000*

307.

£23 18s.

£34 2s.

30%

(1) Interest and R e 
d e m p t io n p e r
ton ...................

15 -90(1.

22-Td.

299%

(2) Power @ -52d.
B .H .P .-h ou r per
to n ..................

7•12d .

8-42d.

15-5%

(3) Labour, Stores,
e tc ., per ton ...

12■13d.

14-9U1.

18 6%

4) Total of 1, 2 & 3

35-15d.

46-03d.

23-7%

5) Total of 2 & 3 , .

19-25d.

23-33d.

^------=£- 21,000 to crush 615 tons per

day, or £34 2s. per ton per day.
17'5%
____________________ .
________________
The interest on the capital can be taken at 77 to
3ne
tube
mill
for
75
winch must be added 3% for redemption during the
account of 30“/ can be made,' while th ela vin g^ n the
life of the mine. This on £30,000 amounts to £3 000
sum of capita charges and w orking costs amounts to
per annum, £250 per month, and say £8 6 s. Sd.’ per
day, or to 15 9d. per ton in tlic (irst case and to22'7d
b^reduced by ] 7 % 7 7 S’
« «> « to o d , -ill
per ton in the second case.
For the benefit of° those not fam iliar with Rand
lo
this must be added the charges for power
conditions, it should be stated that a final pulp constore*, maintenance, labour, water, light, etc. W ith
regard to power, each stamp takes 4-2 li.’ l l P at the
7 5 » n f - w 7 .°r e *t
? / i ° f* + 60, and not less than
motor and each tube mill 100B.H.P. on the samebasis.
noirit- nf vi'pw ' Y h s“ tl.s fa c t ° r y from tlie e x tra ctio n
p oin t o f M ew , a lth o u g h m som e p lants the final pulp
therefore ilie stamp battery, i.e.,75 stamps, in both
has to be reduced to, say, only 2 % of + 6 0 in order to
cases lakes 315 R.H .P. and the tube mills 400 1! H P
get the best results. N aturally, in such a case the
ami 100 B.H P respectively. As both plants have
tube mill allowance must be further increased, thus
the same load factor, the cost of power per K .W .confirming the above remarks
IU111- 1S identical, and amounts to about -52d. per
I
now leave it t o 'M r . Startler to reconcile the
.. H.l . hour. Hence the cost of power per da y in
figures with his statement that < lube mills are very
the first case is /15 x 24 x -52 = 8,923'2d., or 7 ’ 12 d. per
p oor machines.
I his m ay he true from a ‘ median^
ton ; and in the second case 415x-24x -52 = 5 179-o.i
per day, or 8'42d. per tun.
'
“ '
that thevrM vieV mt *ievertlieless the fact remains
that they do a portion of our work, and, as T have
Ih e charges for labour, stores, maintenance, water
shown, a considerable portion of it, which, as far as
light, etc. can be taken from the m onthly state
we know, we cannot get done for the same expendi
ments, and these are for the battery £30 for 75
ture by any other machine. A machine, or a method
stamps per day and £8 0s Sd. per tube mill per day.
in the first case these would total £ 3 0 + £33 6s. Sd.
s t illit isn£ V " ?a yi
w ,rin^ C:\lly ver-'r ^'efficient, and
rpr!lv
J h IT
} y • • n3T° lie Can supply the
= £63 6 s. Sd. per day or !f ^ ? = .1 2 - 1 3 d . per ton •
leply. Shall I have to remind yon of the very poor
thermal efficiency of our steam .plants ? H ow many
a
,n tue second case £30 + £ 8 6s. 8 d. = £ 3 8 6 s. 8d.
per cent,-of the energy stored in the coal do w e-get
per day, o r - = 1 4 - . 9 1 d . per ton.
at the end of our n u ll line shafts, or. by the w ay of
compressed air down in our mines ? ' i , should say
JU f 0 ana 5 / 0 respectively.
J
iii^ ta b fe '1— 8 obtained are summarised in th e fo lU v The author might have made a few qualifying
for
C0S,ts ° ? t*'e R and do not usually allow
remarks for his statement alluded to, and thus hav%
in I "e t i t r
1 ecIc'»pti«»n o f ca pita l invested, but
s ite d one the trouble of w riting for the purpose of
line 5
T 4 .1'eP,esellts H'e total charges, while
defending the engineers on the Rand. I trust I have
Hmvo ' 6S
l t '? usually called working costs,
succeeded in showing that it is not fashion but dire
necessity which compels the use of tube mills on these
be obtainp'i’ ’’" ' “ I fc 16 m° Ile),' f ° r bllil[ling » p l» » t must
helds.;
o
S ch m itt. — J ou m a l o j the S. A
o'ar 4s should i
^ t0 b<!, paid, 'for- the caPital
Association o f Engineers. (W . R. D .)
T h i s ° n , « eVel 7 ,Case be ta]' e" into account,
one tuhp n ■n°lie’
^ ie ie su lt is that hy providing
m « ntiiVh1nn<J0!lsS erj n s the ca-Pital cost o f case jr. it should be
^ tu b e m in ^ o , every ] 7 sUimp, as compared with
m entioned that the final pulp obtained is n ot really e q u a l'to 'th a t
ob tamed m ease
and in order to equalise m atters, L X w - a n c e for
hi». an(Vt)^6resulH-rfl1
'VI,'1favourable
f'0rC tll?V the
Mnount
e result IS thus
to the
stampdue
mill.to Hie ore

favour o f case T,

atldm«r :lboUt £ 1 ’ 500’

" ’onld be in
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W e t A s s a y o f T in O r e s .— “ T h e w e t assa y in g
o f tin ores is ju s t n o w in an in te re stin g sta g e o f
d evelop m en t, re ca llin g th a t o f th e w e t assay ot
copp er ores o f tw e n ty o r th ir ty years ag o.
VV e t
m eth od s are b e in g used ; those in co n tro l o f m ines
are g a in in g ex p erien ce o f th em , and th eir jn clgm en t,
from w h ich there is no a p p eal, w ill d epen d on results
rath er than argum ents.

In the first place I venture to predict that the sa.Ie
of dressed tin ore by w et assay will be subject, to the
control of at least tw o methods agreeing in their
results. This opinion probably rests on the analogy
o f copper ores, which may be bought and sold on the
results of either the ‘ io d id e ’ or the ‘ electrolytic
assay. A gain, the ore will be finely pulverised ;
there will be no talk of 80-mesh sieves, except for the
purpose of grading. The necessity for this fineness,
lust as with telluride gold ores, arises from the needs
of good sampling. Of the volum etric methods, two,
nam ely, the titrations with permanganate and with
bichromate o f potash, are prechided because they
demand solutions free from iron, and iron is every
where
There remain the well-known titrations with
ferric chloride and with iodine. These should snrvive
as m utually confirmatory operations. Bnt the iodine
method will have the wider field of usefulness because
the use of ferric chloride demands assay liqnors tree
from colour and turbidity, and the iodine does not.
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if it existed as small tin buttons. ^Witli dressed tin
ores the solution is clear and evidently complete ;
hut with two or three g r a m m e charges ot shine or
tailiu1' the liquor is more than a little turbid with
silica "and other material.
This barely interferes
with the ease of the titration when iodine is nsed,
and it is hard to believe that anyone will exert him
self much to remove the turbidity.
It may be
ur"ed that such turbidity obscnres the evidence
o ft fie com plete solution of the tin and so destroys
secu rity, but th ere are o t h e r grounds for con 
fidence, and resting on these I anticipate that a
large proportion of the samples will be assayed by
such a direct method.
There are some ores and products from the dressing-tioors that are unsuitable ; some o f these will
demand a preliminary cleaning in acid ; but otlieis
may yield to an attack by chlorine supplementing
the action of the hydrochloric acid. In this case the
liquor will contain stannic chloride and the method
becomes what 1 am calling an indirect one.

U sing a volum etric method for tin, the assayer
should recognise, without attaching over much
im portance to it, a quarter of a milligramme of tin.
W ith a half-gramme charge of ore this quantity
represents about one pound of tin per ton ; conse
quently. when pounds of tin per ton are reported a
l a r g e r charge, say, tw o or three grammes, m 11st be
used. The assay-liquor in any case must contain the
tin as stannous chloride in a fairly acid solution ; such
l i q u o r s must be protected from atmospheric oxygen
as also from that dissolved in the water and reagents.
The tin in the treated ore m ay be got into solution
directly as stannons chloride ready for titration, or
it may be got as stannic chloride from which stan
nous chloride may he prepared by a subsequent
treatment
Other things being equal, it is obvious
that the direct m ethod is more advantageous.
In the direct method it is necessary to reduce the
cassiterite in the ore to metallic tin and to dissolve
the metal in hydrochloric acid. The difficulty in
reducing finely pulverised cassiterite to m etallic tin
does not depend on any difficulty in selecting a su it
able reducing agent. H eated coal gas will do it
slow ly • magnesium vapour acts with almost exp lo
sive speed ; and zinc vapour with an intermediate
rapidity. But each fails in most cases to bring the
whole of the tin into a form soluble m hydrochloric
acid. Even litharge heated in coal-gas can show a
sim ilarly incom plete reduction. M y m ethod is to
m ix 't h e tin ore with zinc o x i d e , magnesia, or lime
before treating with the reducing agent. 11ns pre
vents fritting or fusion dining the heating and yields
a mass that breaks down com pletely when treated
liberally with hydrochloric acid ; with insufficient
acid it yields a clot of hydrated silica, bnt this is
easily avoided. M y preference is for zinc vapour and
zinc oxide, but clearly these are not essential to the
process. One could m ix the ore with magnesia and
reduce in coal-gas, then dissolve in hydrochloric acid,
and titrate w ith ferric chloride.
This w ould be
essentially the same method, though not as I prefer to
w ork it. W hen zinc vapour is used as a reducing
agent, the tin exists in the mass as an alloy with
zinc and so dissolves iii the acid more quickly than

The tin of the ore can be got in solution as stannic
chloride by first reducing to metal and then dissolv
ing in hydrochloric acid and chlorine as jnst indicated.
0 ° it can be effected by Mr. Richard Pearce s method
iu which the ore is fused with caustic soda or potash
or with sodium peroxide in a nickel or iron dish,
ladle, or crucible ; to be followed by the solution of
the fused mass in an excess of hydrochloric acid.
This has the advantage of getting everything, quartz
and all, into solution, and the disadvantage of being
available only for rather small charges of say halt a
nramme or thereabouts. The preparation of stannous
chloride from the stannic chloride liquors can be done
bv the old method of precipitating tin as a m etallic
sponge on zinc and then dissolving it m hydrochloric
acid
Bnt by using iron (as recommended by Mr.
Pearce) or nickel (as I recommend) instead of the
more active zinc, the reduction stops at the stage ot
stannous chloride and the liquor is ready for titra
tion ; here again the advantage lies with the more
direct method. The nickel imparts a green colour to
the liquor that is fatal for the ferric chloride titration,
but does no harm to the determination by iodine. I he
longer method with formation of stannic chloride and
subsequent rednction by nickel is the easier to teach
to beginners, and is the one described in my text book
on assaying
But the direct method presents no
special difficulty.
The changes in the instructions
are as follow s : The mass, cooled, after treatm ent
with zinc vapour, is placed in an 8-oz. nask, and tne
crucible and cover are cleaned by immersion in 60c.c.
of hydrochloric acid. The acid is next poured all at
o n c e into the tlask, which should then for safety s
sake be connected with a Kipp to collect the evolved
hydrogen. W hen the action has slackened, the acid
is heated to boiling ; the boiling is continued for ive
minutes and the acid vapours are led into a W onltt s
bottle, which serves as a condenser.
The hydrogen
in the Kipp is burnt.
A t the end of live minutes,
boiling water is ponred into the tlask, w ithout re
moving the burner, nntil the bulk is about 150 c.c.
A nickel coil is then introduced, jnst as in the longer
niPthod, and the boiling is continued for five minutes.
T h e rest o f the w ork—cooling in carbonic acid and
titrating with iodine—remains nnaltered.
That any particular ore is suitable for the direct
treatment is easily determined.
For exam ple, a
charge from the middle product from a Buss table ot
2 24 "in. by the direct method gave a resnlt o f 14';>
lb
Tw o charges of 2 ’8 and 1 '4 gm. by the longer
method gave 1 46 and 147 lb, respectively. Another
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charge ° f 1-4 g m cleaned with acid and then treated
by the longer method gave 14-7 lb .” - J . J. B e r in g e r
—m in in g M agazine, N ov., 1909, p. 231. (J. A. W .j
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It is on the same level as the leading wash drive and
generally parallel with but aw ay from the lead.
1 his leads to a,n upcast com partm ent in the main
M IN IN G
shaft or to a timber shaft, some thousands of feet
M e t h o d s o f D e e p L e a d M i n i n g — “ The two
away, up or down the lead. The cross drives pre
viously referred to are holed through, where necess
H,Ln^lpiiu nl?Ml0d,S a w b y s h a fts a n d b.V adits> after
ary, to the air and timber drive, providing good ven
in H ?
* ?i
1 th<3 surfaoe and its position
in the lease of the com pany have been ascertained bv
tilation and means of escape in the event of the main
one or several series o f bores to bed-rock. This deter
shaft being lost or the mine flooded.
They also
mination of the position and gradient of the lead is
allow of the transport of a maximum quantity of dirt
essential, preparatory to the fixing of the site of the
to the main shaft by keeping the bottom level
entirely clear of timber trucks. The reason for hav
in ^ ofT h p '
^ n k i n g o f the shaft, and the m ak
ing o f the adit and drives. The neglect in carrying
ing the air and timber drive in the solid bed-rock is
out such preliminary and obviously necessary work
tor better security, as the ground crushes down on the
has led to the alm ost criminal waste of hundreds of
worked out portion of the lead. A t some of the mines
thousands of pounds o f capital in the State.
in the Chiltern district the long timber and air drive
and
J " 1? ° f d®fining the courses o f the leads
is replaced by two or three shorter drives, each con 
and their depths from the surface is often very costly
nected with separate shafts. This allows the sendow ing to the thick superincumbent layers of hard
ing o f timber to the various working faces np and
basalt or the running character of saturated sands,
down the lead, w ithout having to truck it from the
in many of the southern and central northern fields
main shaft along the bottom level, laboriously haul
such as m the Pitfield, Durham, Loddon, and
it up a short or balance shaft, and then a!on<* the
Oampaspe systems, the cost ranges from 9s. to 15s
wash drive to the faces.
Between the cross drives
J 1' , Inarl,y other districts, such as at
and at right angles to them, ‘ blocking drives’ are
OhiUern and Butherglen, the cost varies from Is 6d
made a t every 46 ft. This allows 20 ft. o f ground to
to 3s. per f o o t ; for the strata overlying the leads
each opposite blocking party after deducting 6 ft. for
the width of the drive. A b ou t 2 ft. of wash dirt and
3
1lofeYthronughn<i graVeI’ WhiCh areeaSil'V atld
from 12 to 18 ins. of the ‘ reef bottom ’ (bed-rock) are
The mining operations follow ing the sinking of the
usually taken out, the whole width of the lead bein<*
shaft are usually carried out according to either the
worked evenly across in one face. No wash dirt is
Chiltern or Ballarat system.
The work of shaft
allowed to be stowed aw ay in the old w orkings.' The
sinking and com m encing a main reef bottom level is
reef drives are subsequently nearly under and in the
practically the same on all the fields, the cost varying
same direction as the leading wash drives, the faces
with the density of the strata being sunk through •
of which are always kept for some 300 to 400 ft
but the subsequent mining methods in the Chiltern
ahead, to pilot, as previously explained, the course
district difter considerably from those employed in
of the reef drive.
Ballarat, M aryborough, and Creswick mines. In the
Mr. John C ock, of Chiltern, to whom the credit of
bhiitern system on com pleting the sinking of the
this system must be given, has proved that under
sliatt, tw o chambers are cu t in the bed rock— one at
very favourable conditions the proportion of ground
from 40 to 60 ft., the other within a few feet of the
relative to the whole lead workings, taken out in
bottom o f the shaft.
The bottom level or ‘ reef
driving, and which, for economic mining, should be
drive is extended from the lower chamber to a point
as low as possible, is about 20% .. The average a f
under the centre o f the lead, where drainage bores
Chiltern is from 25 to 30%.
extending well up into the wash and drift, are made’
In the Ballarat system, assuming that some pre
and pumping is continued until a block of ground is
liminary data by surface boring have been obtained,
sufficiently unwatered to safely allow the extension
the shaft is sunk to the necessary depth.
Near the
into the wash of the upper level or ‘ leading wash
bottom a chamber or plat is cut, and the reef drive
drive.
From the upper chamber a drive or level is
extended in the supposed direction of the lead.' Bores
made at such a depth that, allowing for a slight
at frequent intervals are put up into thealluvial strata
gradient (nsually from 1 to 4 ins. to 100 ft.) it will
(sometimes from small chambers or recesses cut in
intersect the lead at the deepest part where it( is
the side of the drive) to drain the ground and pros
intended to commence work. This, on reaching the
pect for the gutter, which, however, occasionally
wash becomes the ‘ leading wash (or pilot) drive,’ and
takes a different course from that anticipated and
then follow s the course of the lead. From the ‘ lead
results in a waste of driving that might have been
ing wash drive ’ cross drives at right angles and at
avoided had the sinuosities of the lead been properly
intervals o f 100 to 300 ft. are extended on each side
determined by surface boring..
nntil high r e e f’ (the bank of the lead) is reached
W hen the flow of water from the drainage bores
in n s the dual purpose is served of cutting off anv
has been sufficiently reduced an interm ediate drive
remaining water from the ground through which the
above the reef drive is made, from which rises are
leading wash drive is made and of proving the direc
put up into the wash, which is then opened out by
tion o f the lead. Near the chambers at the main
wash drives. In a number of mines the intermediate
snalt a vertical chute and ‘ pass b y ’ (ladderwav)
drive commences from a balance shaft near the face
connecting the leading wash drive and reef drive, are
of the bottom drive, and forms the only passage or
made. Sim ilarly all chutes subsequently completed
exist from the wash workings to the reef drive and
in the mine rise from the reef drive into the leading
shaft a more or less dangerous system of opening
wash drive, and not as in the Ballarat method—into
out an alluvial mine, more especially in any district
solid and sometimes only partially drained ground.
where bursts of water occur.
■tins elim inates all risk of a burst of water or drift
A s branch drives off the interm ediate drives are
wtien the chute rises into the auriferous stratum, and
extended in various directions, and rises are made,
oy providing dry ground, cheapens the work and
the wash is prospected, and all areas considered
reduces the discom fort and risk of the miner.
payable are cut up into irregular blocks, many of
As the face workings are extended, a timber drive
which are, however, subsequently left as unprofitable
<*na return (upcast) air-course is made in solid ground.
to nnne. The follow ing method, known as panelling,
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is adopted when taking out the wash dirt.
Com 
mencing along the one edge of a block o f _ground, a
low drive 6 ft. wide and high enough to include the
auriferous stratum and sufficient o f the bottom (bed
rock) is made at right angles to-th e wash drive, the
back or roof being secured by panelling lath s-su p
ported at the ends by short light props place.I. close
together and always kept well up to the face as the
wash dirt is taken out.
On reaching the lim it of
the panel, usually.about 16 ft. in length, the.miner
returns to the wash drive and commences another
strip or panel along the edge of the block, repeating
the process until the whole of the wash dirt 111 the
block has been removed.
.
Some controversy lias occurred as to which is tne
better system — the blocking out in a face across the
whole width of the lead, as is done at Chiltern, or the
panelling as at Ballarat.
In the writer’s opinion each method has limeli to
recommend it, and each is suitable for a different
class of ground.
The difference between the two
systems of mining really lies in the method of devel
oping the wash -dirt workings.
In the Chiltern
system the wash dirt faces are always ahead of the
reef drive, and no intermediate drive is required, the
leading wash drive or the air and timbei course
taking its place. In the Ballarat system cither the
reef drive or the intermediate drive is ahead of Uie
wash workings, and the position of each depends
upon the assumption of the manager or directors recarding the course of the lead ahead of the mine
workings. There are usually some data, of the nature
of surface bores, to assist in arriving at a decision,
but- too frequently, the supposed coursc of the lead
differs widely from its actual position, and the mine
is therefore handicapped by the burden of unnecess
ary dead w ork.” -STANLKV H u n t e r , M emoir. No.
7 ,' G eological Survey of V ictoria.— London m ining
J ourn al.— Oct. 16, '09, p. 77. (A. R . )
N jew M ethod of G old M in in g .— “ I n fulfil
ment of a long-projected idea, it is announced that
011 Modder B the workings are to be planned on som e
w h a t t h e same system as generally adopted in coal
mines. The shaft is to be placed in the centre of the
property, and levels driven along the reef to the
boundaries of the property, with a view of establish
ing its lie and value.
It is proposed to drive the
permanent levels in the solid so as to be independent
of any variations in the reef, and enable them to be
driven straight to obtain the best and cheapest
method of haulage. The main levels are to be laid
with 30 lb. track and 80 in gauge, the trucks to carry
one toil. These trucks will be tipped into a bin at
the shaft, capable ot containing over 500 tons of ore.
From these levels will run rises a thousand feet apart
to .the outcrop, from which again levels will be
driven, as in coal mining, to convey the ore to the
inclines rising from the permanent levels.
The
advantages claimed for this system of w orking are
sim plicity and cheapness, whilst the ventilation of
the workings ought to be simnlicity itself. _ The
handling of tlie ore ought to be reduced to a minimum.
The success of the method will, however, altogether
depend upon the details of mining follow ed.’’ —London
M ining Journal.— N ov. 20, 09, p. 285. (A. i t . )
C ost of M ix in g in C h il e .— “ A t the September
m eeting of the Am erican Institute of M ining
Engineers, W illiam Braden gave a short account of
the conditions of labour and the cost of- mining in
Chile, drawn from his experience in connection w ith
the Braden copper mines. It is usually supposed
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that Spanish-American workmen are inferior to-those...
in the United States, but Mr. Braden finds that,, with
p r o p e r tieatm ent and organisation, labour in Chile,
yields as much man for man, and more dollar for
dollar, than in t h e Western U nited States. _ The first
necessity for the mine manager is to organise a staff
capable by precept and practice of teaching the native
the del ails of their w ork and of encouraging sobriety,
decenc}', and self-respect.
The enstoms of the
conntry'm ust not be overridden rough-shod, but only
altered gradually when they happen to interfere
with efficiency.
Com fortable quarters and other
uplifting elements of life should be provided. I hat
Mr. Braden’s policy has yielded excellent results
may be seen from his.figures relating to,costs, l o
understand them fnlly it is desirable to.k n ow somethin0, of the mine and,the method of working, llie
deposit is a zone of fractured diorite having a hanging
wall of brecciated tuff, which has a dip of 65°. The
mine is quite dry, and the on ly tim bering required
is for the framing of the ore-chntes. The system of
mining is one of overhead, mining in a series of
transverse stopes, the intervening pillars to be
extracted subsequently by caving.
1 lie ore is
m oderately hard.
Air-drills are used wherever
possible, and are intelligently handled by the Chilean
miners. In fact, before long, hand-drilling will cease.
Pow er for haulage and other purposes is supplied by
electric current generated by D oble wa,ter-\vheels.
The ore'is sent to the mill, 2,900 yards distant and
600 yards lower, 'by an aerial ropeway. Mr. Braden
nnotes the operating report for Novem ber, 190b.
U pon the basis of 7,304 tons extracted and milled
the cost was 5s. 6d. per ton. The air-drills (2 j in.)
operated 164 man-days of 9 h o u r s each and drilled
5 082 ft. at a cost of Id. per foot. B y hand-work
13 855 ft. was drilled in 1,008 luan-clitys at n cost of
4d per foot. M ore than one-half of the labour was
performed by contract, and in the stopes the contracts
were let on the basis of the number of feet of hole
drilled. Including all labour, 12 tons of ore were
broken per man-day. D evelopm ent was in the natnre
of drifts, cross-cuts, and raises, w ith an average
scctiou of 5"4 sq. yd, and the cost of labour, supplies,
explosives, shovelling, and tram ming was 14s. 8d.
per linear foot, or 2s. 6d. per cu. yd', 1 lie amount
of development was 379 linear ft., with 8/6^. luandays, m aking 13 ft. per month per man. An example
may be given : a main adit with a section of /J sq.
yd was driven 132* ft. in 30 d a y s ; the contract
price was 13s. per ft,', exclusive of d n l -sharpening
and repairs.” — M ining M agazine, N ov., 1909, p. -4o.
(A . R .)
______
M I N E F i r e s . — “ A novel type of temporary,barrier
m case of mine fires is in use in- Saarbrnecken, in
Rhenish Prussia (according to Bergbau), for the isola
tion of the affected part. The material used is com 
pressed hay in blocks, and when t h e passage has been
closed up with these the interstices are tilled w it i
loose hay and the strneture is then saturated wuh
water. 'T his causes the hay to swell greatly and by
thus preventing the access of any air gives quickly
and easily the first condition necessary for getting
the fire under control. The material is very light
and tw o men could easily close np any ordinary
entry by its means in half an hour, using in the pre
sence of overpowering gases and smoke a helmet to
enable them to breathe while erecting the partition.
If necessary a more permanent wall can be bunt
behind th e'hay shield. This method has been tried
and found, highly successful.” —M ining Magazine.
N ov. 1909, p. 242. ( A . R . )
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Reviews and New Books.
( W e shall be pleased to review a n y Scientific or Tech
nical W o rk sent .to us f o r that purpose.')
T h e M e t a l lu r g y o f t h e C om m on M e ta ls .
L. S. A u s t i n .- 2nd Edition. Large 8vo.

pages.
Press.

By
494

Marine Oil Engine H andbook, The.
Cr. 8vo dd
132. . E. J. Larhy. N et Is.
■ .
.
. PP'
Savoia, H. M etallography applied to Siderur^ic
Products. 121110. Spon. N et 4s. 6d.
, W arren, W illiam H enry. Engineering Construc
tion in steel and Timber.
8vo.
Longm ans,
N et

(San Francisco : - M ining cmcl Scientific
L o n d on : M ining Magazine.) . $ 4 .

This can be -commended as a very useful and on
the whole, up-to-date textbook, though the descrip
tion of South African practice in gold cyanidinw is
rather behind the times. It deals chiefly, however
with modern Am erican practice in the m etallurgy of
gold, silver, iron, copper, lead and-zinc, and Tn a
sufficiently exhaustive manner, except in the case -of
iron, which only receives about twenty pages, steel
being barely touched upon.
The scope is somewhat broader than the title
would indicate, and there are excellent sections on
general m etallurgy (dealing with thermochemistry
fuels, refractory materials, sampling, etc.), plant and
equipment, and commercial considerations.
It is written in very clear and concise style, and
veiy little space or time is devoted to obsolete processes, which, combined with the thin paper used
has resulted in a surprising am ount of inform ation’
much of which was form erly only to be found after
lengthy searching through technical periodicals
. becoming available in com paratively s u k .1 1 compass’
■ I Ins is, perhaps, particularly noticeable in tlie
chapter on. roasting, in which, besides full descrip
tions of modern methods, including pot-roastino full
details of onfputs and costs are given so that ffv e r y
•fair idea of the relative performances of tlie furnaces
described can be arrived at. In fact, this attention
to the commercial and practical side of the subject i =
most pronounced all through the book, th ou gh 'w ith 
out in the least obscuring the presentation of the
theoretical part or principles underlying the practice.
H ie illustrations, nearly 200 in number are
extremely well done, and, in short, the book is a
very creditable production, and can be confidently
recommended for the perusal both of students anil
those in practical life. (G. H. S )
I h e C h e m is tr y o f C y a n id e S o lu t io n s R e s u l t 
i n g - f r o m t h u T r e a t m e n t o f O r e s . (Second
E d iton ).
B y ,T. E. C l u n n k l l .
N ew Y ork •
McGraw H ill B o o k Co. pp. 202. N e t 10s. 6d. ’

“ In this second edition of this book the tex t has
been revised and enlarged. The author-gives a short
description of well known methods, with discussions
where necessary. Modifications of existing methods
are described. . In addition to reliable laboratory
methods, some rough tests are given, that suffice for
daily control of routine operations. A s a thoroiK'h
understanding, of the com position of tlie cyanide
solution is im portant in the efficient control of cvanlding operations, a knowledge of the methods given
in i his book should he of value to managers and
chemists in charge of cyanide m ills.'” — The Minina
H&rM.— beh. 26, 1310, p. 475. {W . A . C.)
Anglin, S. The Design of Structures. A practical
treatise on the bnilding of Bridges, Roofs, etc.
5th
10s I0"
KevisedCr. 8vo, pp. 536.
C. Grijffin.
poster, Sir Clement Le Neve. A Treatise on Ore
nn sqt°ne/^ '/-'.'’ "E7th Edition:
Revised.
8vo,
PP- 832.
Gnfjtn. N et 28s.
• '

c.
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Abstracts o f Patent Applications.
(C.)

43/10. John Lowther.- Improvements relating
to bearers for mine shafts. 10.2. 10,
b
This refers to the use of an “ I ” beam girder as a
shaft bearer. The “ I ” beam being cut in tw o and
bolted together between lish plates after being put
into place. The claim is for any m etallic beam in
halves to be rigidly joined together.
(C.)

25/10. Georg Schwabach. Improvements in
regulating devices for gas and the like sunnly
plants. 28.1.10.
■ -This refers to means of regulating the discharge of
gases where one stream of-gas issuing from a nozzle
drives the other stream of gas in the form of an
ejector. The claims are the means of ad justing the
two streams relatively to each other by the insertion
of a movable body whose shape makes the adjustm ent
autom atic for each setting.
(C.)_ 2/10.
George Boulton Brown E lliott.
An
improved grating for mills for pulverising quartz
and similar material. 4.1.10.
This refers to a form of grating or discharge screen
for crushing mills operating on the centrifugal prin
ciple. The claims are that the screen does not choke
as most others do.
(C.)

513/09. Claude Alberm arle Bettington. Im 
provements in and relating to apparatus for pul
verising coal and other materials. 12.11.09.
This patent consUts of a revolving beater for
pulverising coal arid m ixing it with air or gas with
the outlet formed so as to throw the crushed material
vertically downward into a classifier, the oversize of
the classifier returning to the crusher and the under
size goin g on to be consumed. 1
(C.)

217/09. John Hudson Hughes. Improvements
in the operation of the stamps of stamp batteries
1.5.09.
This refers to means claim ing to increase the
rotation of ordinary gravity stamps and thus assist
ing their crushing action' The means employed
consist o f inserting a roller between the cam and the
tappet, the roller being supported by a flexible or
hinged arm to keep it in position.
(C.)

274/09. W illiam Cullen (1), Gilbert Frederick
A yers (2). Method of precipitating zinc from
solutions. 8 6.09.
The above application describes a method of
recovering zinc as zinc hydrate from solutions of zinc
sulphate, as produced in the acid treatment of zinc
gold slime, by adm ixture with finely divided magne
sium hydrate.
(0 .)

318/09. J. Oliver. Improvements in the linin<*
of tube hi ills and the like. 7.7.09.
”
This application relates to impi ovements in tube
mill liners, which consists of em ploying “ radially >
disposed pipes arranged in abutting longitudinal
row s.” Tliese pipes are cut into short lengths of
5 in., form ing a honey-com b series of recesses which
are intended to retain a portion of the mill charge
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and form a surface upon which the remainder of the
charge moves when tlie m ill is rotated.
(C.)
8/10.
Arthur Eilert D rucker.
Continuous
slimes vacuum filter. 7.1.10.
This application relates to an improved form of .
vacuum slime filter, of the tailing wheel type. This
filter has the “ leaves ” arranged tangentially on the
periphery of the wheel, with the usual vacuum and
compressed air connections - to ..the wheel hub. It
operates in connection with a hopper bottom ed tank,
liftin g out a .certain amount of slimes with each
revolution. W ash water is a d d e d 'a t the highest
oint of.elevation and the wash cake discharged just
efore entering the supply tank;

Selected Transvaal Patent Applications.
R e l a t in g

to
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(C.) 145/10. Thomas James Francis (1), Ryland
Stainslaus Louis (2). Improvem ents in or relating
to expanding pulleys. 2.4.10.
(C .)
146/10.
O tto Schonherr (1), Johannes
Hessberger (2). Improvem ents in and means for the
production of long continuous electric arcs. 2.4.10.
(P.) 147/10.
Reuben Jones.
Improved means
for the connection of cutters, or bits, of rock drills
with their drill bars or shanks. 2.4.10.
(P.) 143/10. Peretz M aniom (1), Benerd Certoon
(2). Improvements in means for checking runaway
skips and the like. 2.4.10.
(C.)
149/10.
R obert Rosenthal.
D evice for
autom atic closing and opening of gates at railw ay
level crossings. 2.4.10.
(P.) 150/10. W ilfred Brereton Crofton. Im prove
ments relating to road vehicles. 4.4.10.
(P.) 151/10. Edward Harrison. Improvements
in dump form ing apparatus. 4.4.10.

C h e m is t r y , M e t a l l u r g y a n d
M in in g .

Changes o f Addresses.
Com piled by C. H. M . K i s c h , F .M .C h a rt.In st.P .A .
(London), Johannesburg (Member).
( N . B . — I n this list (P) means provisional specifica
tion, and (C) complete specification.
The number
given is that o f the specification, the name that o j the
applicant, and the date that o j filin g !)

Members and Associates are requested to n o tify the
Secretary im m ediately o f any change in address,
otherwise it is impossible to guarantee the delivery o j
Journals or N otices. The Secretary should be notified
o f non-receipt o f Journals and N otices at once.

J. R ., I/o Brixton ; Maraisburg H otel,
Maraisburg.
B a r r e t t , S. S., I/o Eureka; P. O. B o x 87, Barberton.
(G.) 128/10. -Stephen Benko. Improvem ents in
B l y t h , W . B ., l)o D ay D awn ; V ivian Gold M ine,
or relating to galvanic elements. 24.3.10.
Harris, via Lawlers, W . Australia.
(P.) 130/10. H enry James Shedlock Heather.
B o e i g h t , S. H ., I/o Springs ; L on ely R eef G. M.
A means o f facilitating the control of induction
Co., L td., Private Bag, Inyati, Rhodesia.
motors of the slip-ring or equivalent type. 26.3.10.
C A R R U T H E R S , J ., to 89, High Street, Brixton.
(P.) 132/10. H enry James Shedlock Heather.
C o o k e , R. C. H ., to Salisbury Club, - Salisbury,
A n improved method of controlling the starting and
Rhodesia.
retarding of induction motors of the slip-ring or
D o u g l a s s , R o s s E ., I/o Nevada, U .S.A . ; c/o
equivalent type. 29.3.10.
.Braden Copper Co., R ancagiio, Chile, South
(C.) 1-33/10.
A ugust Brandes.
Improvements
America.
In an relating to the treatment of liquids. 29.3.10.
D u n n i n g , F. G., I/o Germisto'n ; Gwelo, Rhodesia.
(C :) 134/10. A lfred John Cotton.-- Means for
Fr a NCIS, W ., I/o P en halon ga; Union G. M. Co.,
utilising the engines of motor cars for impartingL td., Macequece, Portuguese East Africa.
power for useful purposes. 29.3.10.
‘ i
H a l f o r d , J. E ., I/o R a n d fon tein ; P. O. B ox 2286,
(P.) 137/10. Elisha Tippett. Improvem ents re
Johannesburg.
lating to hammer drills for rem oving the detritus
H o m e r s h a m , E. C., I/o Randfontein ; 19, Clevedon
or cuttings from the bore hole. 30.3.10.
Mansions, Lissenden Gardens, H ighgate, London
(P.) 138/10. Peter Arthur W alsh. Improvements
in linings for tube mills. 31.3.10. .
N .W .
M a c f a r l a n e , T. M. M ., l/o L o n d o n ; Apartado
(C.) 139/10. Carl N eff (1), A ugust Brandes (2).
1913, M exico, D .F .
.Improvem ents relating to the prevention in incrusta
M a n n h e im , H. C., to P. O. B ox 155, Bulawayo.
tion in steam boilers and the like- 31.3.10.
PlNCKTOS, E ., I/o Sumatra ; 44, Eim sbiittlerstr.,
(P.)
140/10.
Edward Geurge Clifford-Jones.
Hamburg, Germany.
Improvem ents in accelerating devices for gravity
R e y e r s b a c h , L. J ., I/o Joh an n esbu rg; c /o Messrs.
stamps. 1.4.10.
W ernher, Beit & Co., 1, London W all Bnildings,
(C.) 141/10. -Francois Dallenagne (1), Henri
London, E.C.
D allenagne (2). Improvem ents in ore concentrating
R
i
c
h
a r d s o n , A ., I/o C levelan d; Anglo-French
and separating apparatus. 1.4.10.
Exploration Co., L td., P. O. B ox 3133, Johannes
. (C .) 142/10. Quintin M oore (1), James Cnnningburg.
ham (2), James W illiam Bradbeer Stokes (3).
R o c h e , H . F ., I/o Johannesburg ; Salisbury Club,
Improved process and apparatus for the production
Salisbury, Rhodesia.
of gas froin bituminous fuel in gas producers. 1.4.10.
R o g e r s , N ., i/o C levelan d; Brakpan Mines, L td.,
(C.) 143/10. Quintin M oore (1), James Cunning
P. O. B ox 3, Brakpan.
ham (2), James W illiam Bradbeer Stokes (3).
S c h a a p , M ., to Geldenhuis Deep, L td., P. O. B ox
Improved process and-apparatus for the production of
54, Cleveland.
recoverable ammonia in the manufacture of prodncer
. W a g n e r , P. A ., I/o Johannesburg ; c/o South-W est
.g a s . 14.10.
A frica Co., G rootfontein Nord, German South
(P..) 144/10.
Benjamin D onkin Johnson (1),
W est Africa.
Charles Edwin-M arson (2). - Improvem ents in means
W is d o m , G. E ., to D on Proprietary Mines, Selukwe,
for handling and transporting [cable drums and the
Rhodesia.
like. 2.4:10.
A lla n ,

